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Introduction
Framework Purpose. Changes in climate, customer expectations, and technologies are
reinventing business as usual for water and electric utilities. Increasingly, utility customers
and investors are calling for resource conservation and carbon reduction commitments,
moving away from energy sources like natural gas, propane, and heating oil. Some forms of
renewable energy, like solar and wind, are now more cost-effective than fossil-based fuels,
like coal, and this is also influencing shifts in electricity sources.
Water resources are becoming either uncomfortably scarce or too plentiful, depending on
the region. Water piping and electrical grid infrastructure are aging and in various stages
of failure from lack of maintenance. Twenty-five percent of the utility workforce is eligible
to retire in 2022,1 making knowledge retention and workforce development paramount. This
changing landscape challenges utility providers to redefine what services they offer and how
they charge for them.
As utilities adopt new ways of operating as multiple service providers, there are also water and
energy efficiencies and resiliency opportunities to seize in this time of disruption. The “waterenergy nexus” concept is generally described as the relationship between how much water
is used to generate and transmit energy, and how much energy is required to move, treat,
and change the temperature of water. Optimizing these relationships can generate increased
reliability for both water and energy systems, if collaboration across utilities can occur. Thus
far, however, the opportunity has evaded development into a set of common policies and
practices for local utilities and governments to pursue.
“The nexus is about the similar situations the water and energy utilities are in. Their success
in adapting is in them working together, and this isn’t happening enough yet.”
- Interviewee, private sector
While many lengthy reports exhaustively detail the barriers and opportunities of the waterenergy nexus on global and national scales, local-level tools to convert high-level concepts
into tangible actions are noticeably scarce. However, because water constraints become
energy constraints, and vice versa, local governments and utilities are increasingly calling for
solid planning and real-world examples as they test methods to integrate their local water and
energy systems within their unique contexts. Some are hiring accordingly. In July 2019, the City
of West Palm Beach Public Utilities advertised for a Sustainability, Water, and Energy Project
Coordinator to oversee municipal and community water, energy, and sustainability projects
that will help them meet their established Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emission reduction targets
and climate resiliency goals.
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This framework is a first step toward helping local governments and utilities fill this knowledge
gap. It is not a comprehensive technical guide. Instead, the framework is designed to facilitate
mutual consideration of local water and energy systems by local decision-makers. If local
governments and utilities build their own tailored approaches to integrate community water
and energy systems, then they can increase the sustainability and resilience of both resources
over time.
Water and Energy System Integration Cornerstones. From an in-depth examination of the
current state of water-and energy-interfacing at the local level, four cornerstones are proposed
as a foundation for successful integration across water and energy sectors, shown in Figure 1:
• Build trust between staff across departments and organizations, and between utilities and
shared customers
• Leverage joint customers between water and energy utilities to gain resource efficiencies
through programs and pilot offerings that advance common goals
• Share and optimize data so that each organization and its customers can undertake informed
efforts and so that progress toward goals can be tracked
• Invest in infrastructure connecting water and energy systems, so that each can support the
other for long-term resiliency

Build trust
• Involve each other in
organizational planning
processes
• Train staff across
systems
• Work together to provide
affordable, equitable,
and informed service to
shared customers

Leverage joint customers
• Offer combined rebate,
and/or incentive
programs
• Develop joint customerfacing pilot projects
• Engage in dual
community outreach

Invest in connecting
infrastructure

Share and optimize data
•

Collectandsharedata
across systems
•
Approach data
management, display,
and assessment with
the customer in mind
•
Plan together for a
smart network approach

•

Share metering
infrastructure
•
Connectwatersystem
energy generation to
electrical grids
•
Increaseresiliencywith
mini/micro grids and
decentralized systems

Figure 1. Four Integration Cornerstones
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The water and energy system integration strategies and tactics explored in this report
are organized around these cornerstones, regardless of what specific integration topic is
addressed.
Scope and Audience. Water and energy are vital to economic development, environmental
health, and quality of life. Because it can be easier to understand markets and policy drivers
from a third system’s perspective - such as food, waste, land use, or public health - the waterenergy nexus is often examined in this way. For instance, the amount of energy and water
needed to grow food or dispose of waste is easier to describe than how to approach utility-level
water and energy system integration in an urban setting. However, urban areas are comprised
of systems of systems that are not segregated or isolated in reality. Each impacts the next,
either by design or through neglect.
For this reason, this framework focuses geographically on the local level and does not describe
the water-energy nexus using a third system. Helping urban communities have more resilient
water and energy delivery in the face of a changing climate is a primary motivator for this work.
Examples of actions that can integrate water and energy systems in urban areas are provided to
this end. Because the decisions made around either of these resources impact the capacities of
the other, this framework provides a roadmap that local governments and their utilities can use
to consider both resources together. Rural areas are not specifically addressed, though many of
the concepts presented are applicable to that context.
This framework is for anyone who wants to understand what integration methods are being
tried, and how to systematically plan to implement those most applicable to local conditions.
Specifically, it is for:
• Water and energy utility staff engaged in system optimization and sustainability
• Local government staff engaged in climate mitigation and adaptation
• Utility directors and mayors seeking organizational, resource, and cost efficiencies
• Foundations interested in supporting urban energy and water system change
This is an initial step to further unite water and energy resources in urban systems. Equipped with
ways to better connect water and energy, communities can face the uncertainties of a changing
climate with more reliable, affordable, and resilient water and power supplies.
Definitions. Words like resilient, sustainable, and equitable mean different things in
different sectors. The following definitions provide a common understanding for the users
of this framework:
• Consumption – The amount of water that is evaporated or removed from the local environment
to make energy, and/or the amount of energy required to move and treat water.
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• Electricity – A form of energy from charged particles, like electrons or protons, which can be
conveyed in a dynamic current or static charge.
• Energy – The power to do work on or transfer heat to an object through the application of
electrical, mechanical, chemical, thermal, or nuclear force. As electricity becomes carbonfree, with four of the United States (U.S.) setting clean electricity or carbon-free electricity goals
and at least six considering following suit,2 utilities are increasingly dealing in electrical energy.
• Equity – Access to opportunity for all people by increasing justice and fairness within institutions
or system processes, as well as within the distribution of resources and authority.
• Optimize – To modify systems to run more efficiently, utilize resources more effectively, reorder
data, rewrite software, and/or create tools to improve information retrieval and processing.
• Reliability – The ability of water and energy systems to satisfy their load demands under
specified operating conditions, regulations, and policies. Changes in other urban systems
directly influence reliability. For instance, the rise of Electric Vehicle (EV) infrastructure implies
a greater reliance on electricity in the transportation sector.
• Resilience – The ability of water and energy systems to withstand or recover from varying types
and depths of failure, while still remaining functional from the perspective of the customer.
• Sustainability – The ability to maintain a process or condition at a certain level in perpetuity,
balancing the social, economic, and environmental needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
• Urban – An area with high human population density and built infrastructure, such as cities or
towns, as contrasted with rural areas such as villages or the natural environment.
• Utility – A public or private provider supplying a single or combined suite of services such as
electricity, gas, water, wastewater, telecommunications, and waste management (Table 1).
• Withdrawal – The amount of water removed or diverted from a water source for use.
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Table 1. Utility Service Provider Taxonomy.
SERVICES

•
•
•
•
•
•

Electric
Gas
Water
Wastewater
Communications
Waste Management

• Rate setting
• Regulation

UTILITY TYPE

DEFINITION

EXAMPLE

Private
InvestorOwned Utility
(IOU)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Most common electric utility type
Can generate and/or purchase power
Can be water utilities: ~12% of the U.S. is privately serviced
Generates revenue from services
Publicly traded, for-profit companies owned by shasreholders
Profits go to stockholders or are reinvested in infrastructure
Can be vertically integrated, owning supply and distribution
Primary motivation to provide greatest return to investors

Pacific Gas
& Electric
(PG&E) in
California

PubliclyOwned
Utilities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Usually not-for-profit and often governmental providers of community services
Usually small- or mid-sized: no federal tax or shareholders
Recovers costs and earns income to reinvest into systems
Rates are set by the utility governing body or local council
Managed by elected officials, boards, or others
Distribution focused, but may operate generation facilities
Can purchase power and/or treated water from other utilities
Primary motivation to provide service to constituents

Breckenridge
Public Utilities
in Minnesota

Utility
Cooperative
(Co-op)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Privately-owned non-profits providing utilities at-cost
Usually in rural areas with no IOU or public utility nearby
Owners are customers who receive profit shares
Governed by an elected board of directors
Power co-ops can generate, transmit, and/or distribute
Water co-ops provide fire protection, irrigation, and sewer
Primary motivation to provide service to members

Great Lakes
Energy
Cooperative in
Michigan

•
•
•
•
•

U.S. state governing bodies for public and private utilities
Usually set and regulate utility rates state-by-state
Operate in regulated and deregulated energy markets
Implements legislation, assists in complaint resolution
Can be supported by independent agencies that assess policies for
fairness, and also hear/make determinations on customer complaints

North Carolina
Utilities
Commission

Public
Utilities
Commissions
(PUCs)*

* In the U.S., these can also be called Utility Commissions, Public Services Commissions, and Utility Regulatory Commissions.

Methods. Five research methods, further detailed in the Methodology appendix, were used to
distill this vast topic into a manageable framework:
• Literature review – Starting with the abundance of papers that explore high-level water-energy
nexus theory, any water-energy resources designed for local-level integration were sought out.
• Case Study Scan – An initial search revealed few resources designed for more than one
specific type of practitioner, such as guides to help water utilities optimize for energy efficiency.
Therefore, a more comprehensive scan was performed to seek out case studies that integrated
two or more of these areas: energy generation, management integration and planning,
microgrids, optimization, policy, resilience, stormwater, technology, and water treatment.
• Interviews and Conversations – During the literature review and case study scan, over 30 oneon-one scheduled interviews and casual conversations at water and energy meetings occurred
to explore integration options, opportunities, investments, and impacts.
• Courses and Conferences – One United Nations course and four water and energy utility
conferences were attended. Questions were posed to panelists and attendees to test
assumptions. This framework was presented to test reception before being circulated as
a draft.
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• Feedback – Experts and practitioners were provided with draft materials for critical comment.
As with the interviews, responses further shaped framework content and design.
Acknowledgements. The Summit Foundation generously funded this work. Sutherland &
Associates performed the research and designed the framework over the course of 2019.
Representatives of local governments, investor-owned and municipal water and electric utilities,
regulatory bodies, research organizations, foundations, networks, and private companies
contributed their input before and during framework creation.
Special thanks to these individuals who kindly shared insights and connections to inform this
work: Sarah Adair, Chris Ayers, Dean Bell, Claudia Borchert, Erica Brown, Chris Boyd, John Brock,
Clifford Chan, Alan Cohen, Amy Dickie, Rachel DiFranco, Sarah Diringer, April Donnellan, Gregg
Eckhardt, Leslie Ethen, Sue Fritz, Jane Gajwani, Jennifer Green, Justin Gruenstein, Karen Guz,
Brett KenCairn, Jamie Kidwell-Brix, Jonathan Kleinman, Lisa LaRocque, Halona Leung, Frank
Loge, Barry Moline, Katherine Mortimer, Rebecca Osteen, Wren Patton, Liz Podolinsky, Chris
Radziminski, Nalini Rao, Amanda Roa, Mikelann Scerbo, Erick Shambarger, Maureen Smith,
Michael Stowe, Rob Teegarden, Tom Theising, Mary Tiger, Natasha Vidangos, Jennifer Weiss, Tom
Wilson, Ron Whitmore, Darryl Young, and Kent Zammit.

Acknowledging Water-Energy Dependencies
Water and Energy Connection Summary. The root of the word nexus means binding together.3
Bound water and energy can be discussed in terms of shared interdependencies and mutual
constraints. Tradeoffs occur when decisions around one resource negatively impact the
other. For this reason, the nexus is sometimes referred to as a collision.4 Boxes 1-5, which
appear throughout this section, provide examples of these dynamics by showing instances of
interdependencies, constraints, and tradeoffs associated with water and energy systems.
The interconnectedness of water and energy is usually described in one of two ways. First, the
connection refers to the water used for the extraction, refinement, processing, generation,
storage, and transport of energy.5 Second, it refers to the energy used for water extraction,
treatment, distribution, heating, cooling, and wastewater treatment.
Figure 2 demonstrates these flows.
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Water use in
energy source
extraction

Water use
for emissions
capture before
transmission of
electrons.

Water use
in electricity
generation:
thermo, hydro,
nuclear, etc.

Water use in
energy fuel
processing,
refining, and
production

Water use
for energy
storage, electric
transmission
and distribution

Water required for human energy use

Energy use to
treat water
to potable
consumption
standards
Energy use to
pump water
to treatment
plant.

Energy use to
pump water
from source

Energy use
for water
distribution and
heating/cooling
at end use

Energy use to
treat water to
non-potable
reuse standards

Energy use for
wastewater
treatment and
recycle/release

Energy required for human water use

Figure 2. The Use of Water for Energy and Energy for Water in Urban Settings.
Water is required for energy creation. While power transmission and distribution do not use
large amounts of water, fuel extraction, processing, and power generation do. The main use
of water associated with power generation is for cooling at power plants. The amount of water
used in the cooling process depends on the type of power plant and cooling system used. The
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) estimates water use for cooling by power plant type
in Figure 3.6
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0
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Solar
thermal

Solar PV

Wind
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Figure 3. EPRI 2012 Estimates of U.S. Water Use by Power Plant Type.
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Water availability and regulations designed to reduce the impact of withdrawals and discharges
on aquatic life are primary constraints for cooling processes in power generation. The energy
sector differentiates between water withdrawals and actual consumption, because many
systems still used once-through cooling, which is described with other cooling system types
in Table 2.7

Table 2. Water-use Characteristics of Cooling Systems Used to Produce Energy.
TYPE

OPERATING DESCRIPTION

U.S. USE DESCRIPTION 8

Wet

Water is taken from source
to holding pond or tower to
dissipate heat and to replace
losses from evaporation
and boiler blowdown, which
is evaporation to remove
impurities

• 56 percent of thermoelectric power plants use wet
recirculating cooling systems
• They require less water withdrawal but have higher water
consumption than once-through systems
• They have lower plant efficiency than once-through systems

Oncethrough

Water is withdrawn, run
through a condenser, and
discharged back to source ~8-9
degrees hotter than it was
before

• 43 percent of thermoelectric power plants use once-through
systems
• These systems are the biggest freshwater user in the energy
sector

Dry

Water is withdrawn and
consumed via 1 of 2 air-cooling
processes: (1) direct, which
does not use water, or (2)
indirect, which uses water to
condense exhaust steam from
turbines

• Less than 1 percent of plants use dry cooling systems
• These systems use the least water of all cooling types
• They have significant space requirements and high upfront
capital costs
• National labs are researching how to make them affordable

Includes a wet cooling tower
and an air-cooled condenser

•
•
•
•

Hybrid

Less than 1 percent of plants use hybrid cooling systems
Hybrid systems allow for flexibility in operations
They lower the capital costs of dry cooling
They use less water than wet cooling systems
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U.S. power plants average between 41 and 45 percent of national freshwater withdrawals
annually, most of which is returned. Around six percent of these withdrawals are used or lost
to evaporation during the cooling process each year.9

Box 1. Power Generation Interdependency, Constraint, and Tradeoff Example.
INTERDEPENDENCY

Water use in power plants
accounts for the largest share
of these fresh waterfreshwater
withdrawals in the United
States.10

CONSTRAINT

Regional water availability, flow,
and temperature are critical, as
discharge from a coal/nuclear
plant averages 8-12 degrees
hotter when it exits.11

TRADEOFF

Energy plants must power down when
water is too low and/or too hot, which
can result in not enough energy to
meet demands. This can result in loss
of life during intense heat waves.12

EXAMPLES

Examples of the impacts of power plants being unable to fully function due to water supply and temperature:
• In 2007, the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) shut down a nuclear reactor at the Browns Ferry plant due to low
river levels from intense drought and heat. Water was too hot to use to cool the plant, resulting in decreasing
power levels at a time when people were turning up air conditioners to stay cool. Meanwhile, TVA’s hydropower
plants were producing less due to lower than normal reservoir levels, causing power prices to spike.
• In France in 2013, a similar situation resulted in 14,802 heat-related deaths during a heat wave when the
country’s nuclear plants were unable to fully operate.13

One projection shows freshwater withdrawals by power plants tripling in the 2030s from what
they were in the 1990s.14 Diversifying water supplies is something both water and energy
utilities care about, as diversity helps maintain reliable service delivery. Diversification also
helps reduce resource competition between the two sectors.

Box 2. Water Source Interdependency, Constraint, and Tradeoff Example.
INTERDEPENDENCY

Creating water source diversity
can be energy intensive. Likewise,
gaining energy source diversity
can be water intensive.

CONSTRAINT

Locales that are water-stressed,
whether from drought or
population growth, diversify and
seek additional long-term water
sources. Their energy sources
can also be limited by the lack of
water.

TRADEOFF

Energy use can rise when
alternative water sources are
tapped or transported to users.
Energy producers can compete with
communities for water supplies.

EXAMPLES

Examples of water sources intensifying energy use:
• Desalination plants use large amounts of energy to treat water and are still considered by many as a costly last
resort.15
• “Toilet to tap” methods, which recover water through closed-loop onsite reuse in buildings can be energy intensive
– though less so than desalinization.16
• Pumping over mountain ranges, as water from the Colorado River is often moved, carries a high energy price tag.17
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Fuel type, like coal, and the methods required to extract power from that fuel, like coal ash handling,
directly impact water used for energy creation. This projection, which predicts water withdrawals
tripling in the 2030s from what they were in the 1990s, factors in fuel types increasingly in use by
the energy sector, such as North America’s current affinity for injection methods like shale gas
extraction through hydrofracturing and oil removal from tar sands. Similarly, the increasing use
of renewable energy sources such as biofuels and large-scale concentrated solar power (CSP)
plants, both of which have significant water footprints from irrigation, steam generation, and
solar panel washing to maintain efficiency, can increase water demand.

Box 3. Fuel Source Interdependency, Constraint, and Tradeoff Example.
INTERDEPENDENCY

Renewable energy sources and/or
non-traditional energy extraction
methods can have large water
footprints and water quality
impacts.19

CONSTRAINT

Energy sources must diversify due
to restricted access to traditional
fossil fuel supplies and growing
carbon emission concerns/
regulations.

TRADEOFF

Water use can increase with growth
of new fuel stock and/or injection
methods for non-traditional fossil fuel
extraction.

EXAMPLES

Examples of energy sources that use more water than traditional methods, and allow for surface water
contamination:20
• Petroleum extracted from oil sands and gas extracted from shale use significantly more water than traditional
coal mining or oil drilling methods.
• First-generation biofuels derived from sources like starch or sugar can consume thousands of times more
water than oil drilling if they are irrigated.21
• Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) seems ideal in regions like the sunny southwestern U.S., but the water supply
is not plentiful enough to sustain it at scale – and pumping from deep aquafers keeps the CSP energy footprint
significant.

Energy is required for water use. Energy is needed across the entire water supply chain.
According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), national drinking and wastewater
systems account for roughly 2 percent of all energy use, and as much as 40 percent of operating
costs for drinking water systems can be for energy.18 Specific energy needs depend on local
conditions, however, such as elevation changes and distance from source to treatment. In Las
Vegas, for example, where water is less plentiful and must be transported long distances over
hilly topography, pumping needs require more energy to move water than in a relatively flat
community, such as Milwaukee, which is located near a steady fresh water supply and also
utilizes green stormwater infrastructure to absorb excess runoff.
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Energy consumption also depends on local decisions about the methods and technologies
used to transport and treat water. Newer disinfection technologies, for example, can be more
energy intensive than traditional treatment methods. If methods like ozone and membrane
filtration are used to remove increasingly prevalent pollutants like pharmaceuticals and
plastics, or if the choice is made to desalinize ground or sea water to meet demand, then
the energy footprint of water production increases significantly. Energy needs in the water
industry are rising due to factors like:
• more stringent treatment requirements;
• enhanced treatment of solids for reuse in various applications like fertilizer or topsoil; and
• aging water and sewer systems susceptible to storm and ground water infiltration –
meaning more water in various stages of contamination to move and treat.

Box 4. Old Infrastructure Interdependency, Constraint, and Tradeoff Example.
INTERDEPENDENCY

Old water systems require more
energy to (1) treat unintended
water entering the system, and (2)
supply more water due to losses
in transit via leaky pipes.

CONSTRAINT

The high cost to operate older
systems, including the monthly
energy costs, can prohibit water
utilities from making the costly
capital investments required.

TRADEOFF

System maintenance must be funded
by having water rates reflect actual
costs of treatment and delivery,
and by making energy efficiency
upgrades.

EXAMPLES

Examples of old infrastructure leading to failure to deliver safe and reliable customer service:
• As the 2014 lead seepage into the Flint, Michigan drinking water supply brought into stark relief, urban water
systems are not in danger of failing but are instead already in various stages of failure.22 While the Flint crisis
is perhaps the best known, many locales are dealing with the ramifications of operating old infrastructure no
longer fit for service, and trying to balance oversight and budget with maintenance requirements. The City of
Baltimore recently received a $200 million-dollar grant to upgrade aging wastewater infrastructure in the face
of public health and equity concerns.23
• Old infrastructure in the power sector can also use more water and should be upgraded for efficiency. For
example, Harrington Station, a coal plant in Amarillo, TX switched to wastewater for its cooling needs. Plant
Yates in Newnan, GA cut water withdrawals by 93 percent by retrofitting cooling towers.24

As with source water, the energy used to pump water from the treatment plant to the customer’s
tap depends on topography and distance from treatment plant. The amount of energy required
for end uses of water, such as washing clothes, is the largest component of energy use in the
urban water cycle. Thus, water conservation is important to energy conservation regardless of
source or use, especially for energy intensive actions like running dish washers and operating
commercial cooling towers.25
Once used, the water is transported via gravity and pumping back to the wastewater treatment
plant. Embedded energy is in wastewater, both from its end uses as well as in its momentum.
Many plants have facilities to recapture this energy embedded in hot water and hot waste
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materials. For instance, the City of Vancouver’s Southeast False Creek Neighborhood Energy
Utility uses waste thermal energy captured from sewage to provide space heating and hot
water to buildings in Southeast False Creek.26
At the plant, the wastewater is treated again prior to being discharged back into the natural water
system. In systems that are not able to use gravity and instead rely almost entirely on pumps,
90 to 95 percent of the energy bill can represent electricity used for pumping and aeration,
which is a process that wastewater treatment plants use to break down organic waste.27

Box 5. Peak Time of Use Interdependency, Constraint, and Tradeoff Example.
INTERDEPENDENCY

Energy use to withdraw, move,
and treat water can be between
30 and 50% of a community’s
energy bill.

CONSTRAINT

Community peak energy use
coincides with peak water use.28

TRADEOFF

Water pumping schedule adjustments
and renewable energy used to avoid
peak energy use times and rates.

EXAMPLES

Examples of well-established methods that have proven effective in shifting peak load:
• Water utilities pump at night when electricity prices are cheaper to fill tanks and towers, using gravity and
system pressure to distribute water during the day when energy prices are higher.29
• Water systems with access to renewable energy sources that often are stronger at night, like wind, can use
these power sources to supply water pumps.
• Some building owners use this method too. Those with thermo-energy storage (TES) systems can make ice or
chill water at night, which is circulated during the day to keep the building cool. Austin Energy provides rebates
to commercial customers for TES systems, and will reimburse the cost of a feasibility study if the system
generates a peak demand shift of more than 100 kW.30

Making the Case for Integration
Motivations for Cross-System Collaborations. The United Nations (UN) articulates in their
sustainable development goals that clean water is a basic human right. The UN also projects
that by 2050 there will be approximately 9-11 billion people on earth, which will require 80
percent more energy and 55 percent more water.31 Supplying this additional water and energy
within changing and uncertain physical and political climates is a significant challenge for
communities.
That water and energy are two of the world’s most critical resources, that they are inextricably
linked, and that each resource will continue to experience intensifying demand is not being
contested in the literature, in presentations, or in conversation with current electric and
water utility providers.
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However, awareness of how this dynamic should impact management of both systems
remains admittedly low – especially in local governments. Tools that translate these
interlinkages are scarce at global, national, and regional perspectives. They are largely nonexistent at the local level.
When the local level is addressed, it is typically from the angle of encouraging energy
tracking and generation in urban water systems. In guides designed for water utilities, the
water-energy connection is usually mentioned in a small text box, confined to a page. The
role for power providers and electric distributors in connection with local water systems is
absent.32 Yet, the local level is where sectors interplay, and where ideas and methods are
ultimately tested. If the case for integrated water and energy systems is not made in the
language of both sectors, then the linkage will continue to be characterized as a collision
rather than an opportunity.
“It has been really hard to partner across sectors on a national scale. We’ve tried. There
doesn’t seem to be any interest in working together. So, the connections are happening
one-on-one at the regional level and local levels. This is why the need for case studies and
examples is high.”
- Interviewee, nonprofit sector
One major reason for this local-level knowledge gap is that water and energy resources span
multiple jurisdictions. The organizational structures of utilities are built around different
regulatory, economic, environmental, and social conditions. No two communities are exactly
alike in how their utilities are structured and governed.
Describing the drivers any given
community or utility may face in a
way that is transferable to other
communities is daunting. For instance,
one community may have heat and
water scarcity as drivers to conserve
water withdrawn or consumed in
energy or power creation processes.
Conversely, another community may
have too much water, and instead may
want to reduce the amount of energy
used to collect, treat, distribute,
or pump it elsewhere. Table 3
summarizes some of these dynamics.
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Table 3. Influencers of Local Water-Energy Dynamics.
LOCAL SYSTEMS

Environmental
and Climate
Conditions

Social and
Economic
Systems

Resource
Availability
and Regulatory
/ Utility
Structures

LOCAL DRIVERS

DESCRIPTIONS

Dry: cold or
hot

These areas - the western U.S., for example - can experience drought, changes
in seasonal runoff and snowpack, reduced groundwater recharge, lower surface
water levels, poor water quality due to low flow conditions, and increased
frequency and reach of wildfires.

Wet: cold or
hot

These areas - parts of the southeastern U.S., coasts, and islands, for example - can
experience flooding, salt water intrusion and resulting water quality degradation,
loss of wetlands and ecosystems, and intensifying hurricane seasons.

Growing
Populations

Increasing populations require more water and energy resources, even as
conservation measures improve. Source planning must occur well in advance of
population growth.

Declining
Populations

Low water and power rates and flows do not sustain water and energy system
infrastructure maintenance. Decisions must be made concerning mothballing old
infrastructure and decentralizing systems.

Affordability

Widening income divides force increasing creativity with utility rate structures,
customer interactions, and conservation programs.

Energy
Sources

Local water resources influence the fuel types available for energy source
extraction and power creation - such as fossil, nuclear, hydropower, wind, solar or
geothermal.

Water Sources

Types of energy extraction and generation impact how much water is withdrawn,
used, and recharged into regional and local watersheds from power plants.

Regulation /
Utility Design

Utility and regulatory structures often are shaped around water and energy
resource availability. For instance, a multi-state river system may be managed by
a large electric utility that is regulated federally, while its power distributors and
water utilities are local.
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Even if what motivates one community to consider the water-energy nexus is completely
different from what motivates another, one driver is shared: local conditions. Whatever they
may be, local climate and weather patterns are becoming more intense and less predictable.
Hot places are getting hotter and are having longer fire seasons. Storm events are more
frequent and devastating. Recovery from and communicating around natural disasters
is increasingly important for local governments and utilities alike. The impact of climate
changes on the water and energy sectors is summarized in Table 4.

Table 4. Climate Change Impacts on Water and Energy Utilities.
CLIMATE PROJECTION

WATER SECTOR IMPACT

ENERGY SECTOR IMPACT

Increasing air and water
temperatures

Increased water treatment to
maintain adequate dissolved oxygen
levels and to remove bacteria

Reduced plant efficiencies and
generation capacities, increased risk of
regulatory violation in discharge temps

Decreasing water availability from
less precipitation and snowpack

Increased difficulty in pressurizing
water systems and meeting demand

Reduction in available generation
capacity, impacts on fuel supplies

Increasing intensity of storm events,
storm surge, and flooding

Increased risk of waste water
contamination

Increased risk to the grid and to
coastal and inland facilities
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A 2018 UN report written by 91 scientists from 40 countries who assessed over 6,000
scientific studies predicts major climate impacts by 2040.33 Climate impacts will force major
lifestyle changes and investments for people and businesses. Regularly dealing with major
water shortages and subsequent energy outages are predicted as a new normal in the near
future.34
Some local governments and utilities have been engaging in climate mitigation planning and
setting GHG reduction targets for decades. This is starting to pay off. For example:
• Berkshire Hathaway Energy in Iowa is on track to meet its 2020 goal to provide customers
with electricity generated from 100 percent renewable energy - a first for a U.S. utility
• Investor-owned utility Xcel Energy in Minnesota is the first major utility holding company to
commit to eliminating all of its carbon emissions by 2050
• Publicly-owned Platte River Power Authority in Colorado committed to providing carbonfree energy by 2030
• The City of New York’s 2018 Water Demand Management Plan demonstrates savings of over
9.5 million gallons of water per day and targets an additional 10 million gallons per day by
202235
More recently, local governments and utilities have been focusing on climate adaptation
and resiliency planning as well, as consistent delivery of water and energy is increasingly
challenging. The report Transformation in Energy, Utilities, and Resources presents strategies
to confront the rising demand and climate threats.36 This guide explores ways to create a
strategic identity, to design for trust, master the pivot from sprint to scale, and treat the utility
legacy as an asset.
Changing Water and Energy Utility Business Models. To deal with this new normal, as well as
with a myriad of other factors - like changing technology and regulations, big data produced
by the ever-growing internet of things, and an increasingly competitive business landscape
- utilities are actively changing how and what services are offered and their rate structures.
Water and energy source portfolios are being diversified. Thanks in large part to increasing
customer options, utilities are developing more competitive, service-driven, and conservationoriented business models.
Traditional centralized water and energy utility models, which were largely unchallenged
for a century, have been slowly moving toward integrated service provision. For instance,
Chattanooga, TN’s Electric Power Board now offers gig internet with fiber optic network, TV
channels, and more.37 Offering more and bundled services is a response to the past few decades
of energy utility deregulation and growing emphasis on water and energy conservation. A
common pathway to transition is shown in Figure 4.38
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Traditional:
Continue to invest in
centralized systems
and maintain
vertically integrated
and regulatory
structures

Resource provider:
Begin to offer
additional
resources and
services, starting
to partner with
outside parties and
communities

Distributor:
Let other providers
supply resources and
services, focusing
instead on selling
access to networks,
grids, pipelines

Integrated services:
Provide network
operation and
partner with
third parties to
offer bundled and
distributed options

Figure 4. New Utility Business Model Transition Pathway.
“The model itself needs to change. Utilities are being driven by decreasing revenues and
declining capital assets. We also don’t see increased demand. The return on equity isn’t
going up under the traditional model. Municipal utilities revenues are going down. Rates
have to be raised.”
- Interviewee, private sector
There is still a “vicious cycle” of water and energy utility rate increases to cover shrinking
customer consumption of both resources. However, the concept of utilities as service providers
is becoming more and more attractive to deal with consumption reduction, heightened customer
competition, and the creeping decentralization of energy and water systems. Decentralization
is being driven in part by the built environment being increasingly used for water and energy
collection: solar photovoltaics (PV), solar thermal systems, and rainwater harvesting, for
instance.39 It is also being driven by policies that allow infrastructure and processes like miniand microgrids to support specific districts, and community choice aggregation (CCA) - which
is when local governments purchase power for themselves, residents, and businesses from an
alternative supplier but still use transmission and distribution services from their existing utility.
Shifts like these mean that utilities must increasingly integrate across sectors, systems, and
organizational or departmental silos to be responsive to needs as they arise. They must also
continually assess pricing. Water and energy have traditionally been valued in vastly different
ways (Table 5). Both, however, are essential to balancing quality of life, environmental health,
and a strong economy.
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Table 5. Fundamental Differences between U.S. Markets for Water and Energy Supplies.
WATER SUPPLY

EXPLANATION / EXAMPLE

ENERGY SUPPLY

EXPLANATION / EXAMPLE

A regional and
local issue

Visible and accessible.
In CA, water supply is a
quality of life issue. In TN,
water supply is plentiful
and not significantly
conserved or considered

Centralized, invisible,
belonging to inaccessible
entities

500 MW power plant, removed
from urban areas, operations
not commonly understood, the
transmission and delivery of
power something communities do
not control

Little monetization

Low consumer rates and
no accurate value placed
upon water, but we would
not survive without it

Highly monetized, with a
moment-by-moment trading
market

The energy market significantly
impacts all other markets. Low
energy costs result in increasing
market productivity - high values
negatively impact the economy

Regulated from
a conservation
perspective

The Clean Water Act
regularly defends itself,
and is rarely revised, to
keep hard-won regulatory
ground

Regulated from a profit
perspective

The energy market is restricted
from monopolizing as much as
possible, but is moving toward
deregulation to allow for market
influences to better stabilize
production and sales

Water is Life. Many water utilities struggle to cover the costs of daily system delivery and
operations, let alone to fund preventative maintenance or the installation of the latest
technologies. However, water utility customers tend to be more connected to their product
and expect it to be cheap. Perhaps because it is the only utility humans ingest into their bodies,
water utilities rarely charge what it costs to produce and transport water to users. As starkly
seen in the stunningly low pricing of re-potable water available in some areas via purple
piping lines designated for transporting recycled water, the true cost of water provision is not
reflected in its rates.40
If water provision is viewed as a basic right, dealing with non-payment for services becomes
a challenging human equity question. If someone cannot pay for water, in the U.S. service is
usually cut off after several notices and/or the customer is connected to a nonprofit for utility
bill payment assistance. In other countries, flow is often reduced but still there, so that life can
be sustained, even if not comfortably.41 Water affordability is linked to household income. U.S
households paying more than three percent of their total income for water increased from 3.3
million in 1990, or 1 percent of the nation’s population then, to 6.8 million in 2015, or 2 percent
of the nation’s population then.
“People have a different connection to water – they own it in their heart. They connect to
water more readily then to energy – flipping the lights or starting the car isn’t the same.
Water is the one utility necessary to sustain life and you ingest it. At the end of the day,
it’s needed to survive, not just nice to have. So, getting too creative around water rates is
sensitive. I also manage an affordability program, and this certainly influences the investment
decisions we make as a utility.”
- Interviewee, water utility sector
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Hikes in water rates are inevitable, are happening, and will continue to burden low-income
users the most. From an infrastructure management perspective, though, they are essential.
Providing service costs money, and an estimated 64 percent of U.S. water utilities cannot meet
their financial obligations from customer revenue alone.42 According to a recent water and
wastewater survey from American Water Works Association, water rates are outpacing the
rise in the U.S. Consumer Price Index (CPI). From 1996-2018, the CPI increased about two
percent annually, while water and wastewater rates increased over five percent annually.43 Yet
even with steady rate increases, water is still undervalued and taken for granted, especially by
the more affluent consumer.
Energy is Income. On the other hand, energy utilities are used to rate setting in real time,
and to profit margins that they can pay out to investors and/or reinvest into their systems
to maintain reliability and grow. Their customers tend have a limited understanding of their
product. While also taking electricity for granted, customers do not consider free electricity a
basic human right.
Many customers are used to adjusting their
habits to manage their energy bills. A recent
study on Pecan Street, an Austin, TX-based
non-profit that operates a pilot electricity
neighborhood, found that the pricing of
energy is still much more effective as a
consumption control tool than is conservation
encouragement – directly contradicting
the current thinking that people are more
motivated by their altruistic values than they
are by their value on money. It cites a 14 percent reduction in electricity use when using critical
peak pricing, as opposed to an insignificant reduction in use from information alone.44
The notion that energy is not a basic right is changing, however. The U.S. electric grid was
developed in the mid 1930’s, and collective memory of a time without it has faded. A generation
that only knows life powered by network-connected technology is assuming leadership. Even
in manual labor trades, electricity is now needed to power work. If water is life, it is safe to say
that energy - literally defined as the ability to do work - is income. Both of these things directly
impact the economic, environmental, and social health of a community. This is why some view
energy and water as the two most critical resources to human survival.
External Influence is Growing. While water and energy utilities are expected to safely deliver
reasonably priced on-demand services, they have historically been able to do it mostly devoid
of customer interactions. The internet, and the internet of things - which includes items like
smart appliances, thermostats, and irrigation systems - has changed this dynamic. Utilities
are no longer invisible.
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“People are expecting more information on demand. I’m sure that this pressure is spreading
across utilities. This will spur more and more industry crossover and common best practices in
industry information sharing. We have a history of captive customers, but now that choice is
expanding, we may have to win our customers. Their demands are influencing what we do.”
- Interviewee, electric utility sector
Investors and customers have more information and control over where and how they spend
money, over service providers they use, and over their own consumption of water and energy.
Though still dependent on local and state regulation, many customers have utility service
provider options now. Self-sufficiency through on-site water reuse and energy generation is
no longer a far-fetched and unattainable concept, and it has direct implications on how water
treatment facilities evolve.45
Water and energy system decentralization is no longer only the purview of developing countries,
as society comes full circle in system-design thinking. As regulated and unregulated utility
markets evolve around this changing landscape, more progressive utilities view these changes
as development opportunities, rather than as a vicious cycle of increasing rates to cover
decreasing resource use, or as a call to combat and inhibit renewable energy markets, like
solar. 46 Successful water and energy utilities are thinking like telecommunications companies:
charge for the package of services, not by the minute, kilowatt hour (kWh), or gallon.
Interfacing on Common Ground. Water and energy utilities that successfully engage with each
other, their local communities, and their customers on a regular basis develop an integrated
approach to their water and energy systems in a natural, unforced way. Local governments can
be a catalyst for a cross-utility collaborative process. Sometimes, it is as simple as a mayor,
director, or regulator requesting regular communication across utilities and departments
to solve problems. These decision-makers know that while jurisdictions and organizational
structures are fixed, collaboration across them can streamline processes that in turn yield
cost and time savings. As different as water and energy utilities are, they do share some goals
with each other and with local governments (Figure 5):

Providing
reliable
services
through acute
and chronic
system
stressors

Planning for
and achieving
regulatory
compliance

Optimizing
systems and
diversifying
sources
to lower
costs and
vulnerabilities

Funding run
to failure,
deferred,
or proactive
maintenance

Changing
business
models,
including
accounting for
conservation
and
decentralization

Responding
to customer/
investor
climate
and equity
concerns

Transferring
knowledge
across
workforce
generations

Figure 5. Shared Interest Areas Between Water and Energy Utilities and Local Governments.
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These shared goals are conversation starters:
• Providing reliable services through acute and chronic system stressors
-- “Keeping the lights on” and “keeping the faucets running” is paramount
• Planning for and achieving regulatory compliance
-- Putting safety first to avoid fines, orders, and increased oversight from decision-makers
• Optimizing systems and diversifying sources to lower costs and vulnerabilities
-- Making sure that systems are experiencing as little water and energy loss as possible,
and that they are resilient if one water source is low/contaminated, or fuel/power source
intermittent or offline
• Funding run-to-failure,
deferred, or proactive
maintenance
-- Having cash on hand
for when equipment
breaks, or needs repair or
replacement
• Changing business models,
including accounting
for conservation and
decentralization
-- Bundling services into fee
structures that allow for
conservation and profit
• Responding to customer and investor climate and equity concerns
-- Designing programs to address inquiry into climate and human equity responses
• Transferring knowledge across workforce generations
-- Addressing the “silver tsunami” as a generation retires, and another is retained
When approached from the perspective of shared pain points, the differences between water
and energy utilities do not seem so great. Likewise, the things local governments care about,
like economics, livability, and adequate natural resources, are embedded in how each utility
addresses these shared concerns and opportunities.
“Understanding water and energy systems in terms of opportunities breaks down barriers.
I was cash focused first in my approach to integrating: ‘how can we save money?’ But now
my perspective is: ‘there’s always motivations beyond cash savings to collaborate, they just
need to be identified.’”
- Interviewee, electric utility sector
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Visualizing Integrated Water and Energy Systems
When attempting to explain ways to integrate water and energy systems at the community level,
the local water system creating energy and/or conserving it is usually the lead-in. Even though
power grids and watersheds transcend city limits, water systems are much more localized.
One energy utility can have literally hundreds of water utilities within their jurisdiction. This is
a key reason that coordination between utility types can be so difficult: not only are business
models, utility structures, and governing regulations different, but so is the scale at which they
operate.
While the difference in scale can appear as an obstacle, it can also be an opportunity for large
regional electricity providers to advance their own goals by supporting local water utility
goals – especially in GHG reduction. For example, North Carolina’s Orange Water and Sewer
Authority (OWASA) set a 2010 operational goal to reduce electricity use 35 percent by 2020.47
Duke Energy helped them by naming a dedicated account manager to provide electric rate
reviews, assessing power feed and stand-by power arrangements between the two entities,
and suggesting energy efficiency measures. OWASA exceeded the goal, reducing their
electricity use by 40 percent since 2010.
Visualizing water and energy systems as intertwined involves understanding the methods that
water and energy utilities are using to integrate. These include conservation, optimization,
energy generation, and energy storage in water and energy systems alike. The following
sections detail these various approaches.
“Innovation is looking at the horizon. Implementation is looking at your feet, taking those
first steps, doing something practical and tangible. There’s a saying I’ve heard a few times...
It goes something like ‘the future is here already; it’s just not evenly distributed yet’.”
- Interviewee, private sector

Viewing water conservation
as an energy saver. Capturing
water close to its source reduces
treatment needs. This in turn can
reduce local water and energy
demands. This section briefly
explores
stormwater
capture,
smart irrigation, and reuse of
non-potable water.
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Opportunity: Green Stormwater Infrastructure (GSI) and low-energy rainwater harvesting
techniques such as installing rain gardens, increasing tree canopy, and establishing green
roofs can (1) reduce the volume of potable water that would have been used to maintain urban
canopy, and (2) avoid the energy consumption that would have been required to move and/
or treat excess stormwater. GSI and low-energy rainwater capture reduce demand on water
supplies, reduce water flows into stormwater systems, recharge groundwater aquifers, and
conserve energy through reduced pumping and treatment needs. Community water quality
is improved because less contaminated runoff reaches source water and treatment facilities.

Table 6. GSI and Low-energy Rainwater Harvesting Summary.

Examples

• The Center for Neighborhood Technology (CNT) estimates that a 5,000 square foot
green roof generates over 100 kilowatt hours (kWh) of electricity savings per year by
mitigating water treatment48
• In June 2019, the City of Milwaukee introduced a community-wide green infrastructure
plan that calls for 36 million gallons of stormwater storage from GSI. This is the
equivalent of adding 143 acres of community green space. The plan was created to “help
Milwaukee adapt to climate change while creating a healthier and more resilient city”49

Site requirements

On-site GSI and low energy rain harvesting treatment systems can ensure water/energy
resource balance by repurposing existing property to serve multiple purposes. For instance:
• A gutter can discharge into a cistern instead of a driveway, to provide a water source for
a garden
• Roof space can double as greenspace, and previously impervious surfaces such as
parking lots can be made absorptive

Capital and revenue
impact

Capturing water for reuse can decrease the site’s stormwater and/or wastewater utility
bills. Depending on the pervasiveness of use in a community, GSI can also lower the local
water utility’s costs to treat stormwater runoff

Operational impact

Depending on the scale of GSI investment and rainwater capture, pumping and treatment
costs may be reduced from reduced stormwater influx during rain events

Barriers

• Lack of local understanding on how to install and maintain GSI systems, combined with
regulatory concerns that state non-point source pollution requirements may not be
met, can result in limited use
• It can also result in the construction of redundant green and gray infrastructure built to
exceed the predicted capacity of 100-year flood events, an approach that significantly
increases construction costs

Resources

• City of Milwaukee Green Infrastructure Plan. The City of Milwaukee is approximately
45.5% hardscape. Replacing these impervious areas with widespread green
infrastructure can reduce pressure on storm sewers and wastewater treatment facilities
• The Green Leadership Infrastructure Exchange. A network of practitioners working to
advance green infrastructure in communities
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Opportunity: Smart irrigation systems allow for water and energy controls upon outdoor
landscaping. Outdoor landscape irrigation in the U.S. averages more than 9 billion gallons of
water each day. As much as 50 percent of this water is wasted in overwatering from inefficient
traditional irrigation methods.50
Smart irrigation allows for tailored watering schedules and amounts designed to meet specific
landscape and community vegetation needs. Using networked sensor irrigation systems that
can read temperature, water levels, and show who else is concurrently watering can reduce
redundancy and over-irrigation. This in turn reduces the energy required to run irrigation
systems and treat unused runoff from them.

Table 7. Smart Irrigation Summary.

Examples

The Spanish Fork City, UT Water Conservation Program piloted a smart irrigation controller
program. They offered online signups, professional installation, and staggered watering
times to avoid windy periods. They assessed 2,000 homes and found that smart controllers
saved an average of 4,500 gallons per month in this study subset, decreasing monthly use
by each customer an average of 17 percent51

Site requirements

• Irrigation controllers can be weather-based or have on-site soil moisture sensors
• They can be installed at virtually any scale: individual households, neighborhood
developments, on public property, or in agricultural settings
• Costs vary by supplier, technology, and system size

Capital and revenue
impact

• Weather-based irrigation controllers use technology to sense rainfall and evaporation
rates to signal when to water landscapes52
• Implementing these networked systems can reduce water use by 20-50 percent, while
still maintaining vegetation
• This results in reduced water and energy bills by individuals, crop-producers, local
governments, and utilities alike

Operational impact

• At the most basic level, smart irrigation systems allow for targeted watering of
essential vegetation
• When connected to a cloud-based network, they can be used to shape and reduce water
and energy demands at the community level by time of day

Barriers

• The technology is fairly new and still in the pilot phase in many communities
• In some cases, companies and distributors bear the installation costs themselves to
prove effectiveness

Resource

Smart Irrigation Marketplace. Alliance for Water Efficiency Smart Irrigation Marketplace
lets the user browse for program design resources, product offerings, professional
assistance, and educational content to enhance outdoor efficiency programs
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Opportunity: Treating and reusing non-potable water. With demand for water and energy on the rise, increasing
the life cycle and use of water is catching the attention of building owners, local governments, and utilities alike.
This is because water re-use essentially adds a water source and diversifies supply. Treatment and reuse can be
decentralized, occurring at the building level and district scale, reducing the pumping energy costs of centralized
treatment facilities. Recycled or recaptured water could also be used for energy generation. For instance, thermal
energy recovery systems can recover heat from recycled water and use it to re-heat water tanks, resulting in net
neutral or positive energy onsite water reuse.

Table 8. Treating and Reusing Non-potable Water Summary.

Examples

• The Stanford University Codiga Resource Recovery Center is exploring technologies to generate
revenue by creating freshwater from wastewater on campus
• Stanford is currently exploring a Forward Osmosis/Reverse Osmosis (FO/RO) system for
treatment and reuse of greywater 53
• The University of Texas at Austin captures condensate from air conditioners on campus to feed
cooling tower basins at their power plant54

Site
requirements

• Membrane separation technology is required at the micro/district-scale and/or at a centralized
treatment plant
• A reverse osmosis membrane can remove total dissolved solids from water, allowing it to
recirculate in open or closed-pipe networks small and large

Capital and
revenue impact

• This water is often available at a significantly lower cost than potable water - usually less than
what it costs to produce and transport
• The University of Texas estimates $13 million in savings from water reuse and recapture since
2006
• Austin Water expanded its commercial water reuse program to 50 miles of pipes
• This water meets 90 percent of drinking water standards, but typically costs 60 percent of the
cost of drinking water55

Operational
impact

Installers must be comfortable connecting purple pipe lines so that they can be integrated safely
into the existing water infrastructure, preventing cross contamination

Barriers

• Right now, water reuse is primarily limited to cooling and processing water for power plants,
fossil fuel refineries, and industries; it is also used to fill artificial lakes and irrigate some types
of agriculture, landscapes, public parks, and golf courses, while the construction industry may
use it for dust control and concrete mixing
• As technology improves, regulatory barriers must be resolved on a state-by-state, communityby-community basis
• State and local regulations are not in uniform agreement on water reclamation, and can prohibit
water reuse in buildings due to public health concerns
• The exception, in some states and communities, is that it can be used for toilet flushing, but even
this is not standard practice yet
• In California, some developers are building buildings with purple line connectors for non-potable
water in hopes that the water utilities will build purple lines to connect to, while in some areas
of Texas there are purple lines from water utilities waiting to be connected to buildings, but the
building owners are unwilling to connect in case a hookup meant for a toilet accidentally goes to
a water fountain
• The health risks thus far have outweighed the benefits

Resources

• Energy Down the Drain. The National Resources Defense Council report presents case studies
and makes water policy recommendations that are widely applicable in water-stressed areas.
Their analysis indicates that energy implications of water policy decisions are large and warrant
inclusion in water and energy policy decisions
• One Water Hub. The US Water Alliance is the hub for the One Water movement, and their
webpage is a gateway to connect with resources and fellow leaders. The resources and offerings
at this site can help shape a community’s approach to water and energy resources
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Optimizing systems to reduce waste. Seeking efficiencies in water and energy systems
is a standard practice across sectors. Efficiency measures can pay for themselves and result
in significant cost and resource savings for the system or building owner over time. After
establishing the baseline of energy and water use at the building, district, or system-wide
scale, equipment replacements and technology upgrades can be budgeted for to support and
maintain highly functioning energy and water systems.
Opportunity: Eliminating resource losses and redundancies allow water and energy system
managers to proactively eliminate resource waste and subsequently realize immediate water
and energy savings. Identifying inefficiencies in a water system can reduce water losses
and also resolve low pressures in water lines. Pumps that are running unnecessarily can
be rescheduled to save energy costs. Identifying inefficiencies in an energy system means
reducing the amount of water a plant consumes and upgrading equipment and wires to reduce
energy loss during transmission.

Table 9. Eliminating Resource Losses and Redundancies Summary.

Examples

• A smart meter study in Sacramento monitored leaks and provided an online portal with customizable
leak detection notifications and alerts for customers. When compared to other households, leaks
detected at locations where customers had access to the online portal were 34 percent shorter56
• Likewise, a recent study of 155 water utilities in Pennsylvania demonstrated an approximate
loss of 48 gallons per customer connection per day across water utilities.57 This same study
estimates these losses account for nearly $115 million lost annually by water utilities
• Technologies that assist with leak detection often pay for themselves over time, realized in
reduction of non-revenue water and pumping energy costs

Site
requirements

Water and energy utilities need the technology, spatial data, and skill sets to conduct a water and
energy consumption audit of existing water piping and electricity generation, transmission, and
distribution systems

Capital and
revenue impact

• Water and energy efficiency measures at the system-wide scale can be structured through
a third-party service provider who will guarantee the water and energy savings, finance and
perform comprehensive upgrades, and then take a portion of the savings for a set amount of
time
• Savings vary by measures performed and pay-back periods

Operational
impact

Beyond budget savings, efficiency measures in systems may allow utilities to provide a higher level
of customer service, including fewer service disruptions due to a system that is performing well,
and fewer big surprises for customers during monthly billing cycles

Barriers

• Water and energy saving measures may have high upfront capital costs, which can be hard to
justify without also assessing the cost of inaction over time
• Leaks on the water utility customer-side of distribution systems can be challenging to address
and may reflect meter tampering
• Effective detection may require investment in new technology and notification tools to alert
customers

Resources

• Energy Resources for State and Local Governments. Resources from the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) for local utilities and other energy efficiency program sponsors
• Watergy: Energy and Water Efficiency in Municipal Water Supply and Wastewater Treatment.
Cost-effective savings of water and energy, from the Alliance to Save Energy
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Opportunity: Decentralizing and distributing water and energy systems can optimize the interdependencies of
both systems.58 These systems can:
• reduce water and energy losses by shortening the distance and costs of transmission and treatment
• present non-wire and non-pipe alternatives that replace traditional infrastructure
• allow for targeted responses to daily water and energy demands in high- and low-density areas alike, easing the
load of larger grids and piping systems
• increase building, block, district, neighborhood, industrial park, and overall community resiliency against fuel
source stress by allowing the opportunity for more renewable energy sources to be used
• weather storms or return to full functionality more nimbly than larger systems can, and buffer against the economic
losses businesses face during these times
For instance, when a July 2019 thunderstorm knocked out power to 240,000 customers, leaving 50,000 without
power for 48 to 72 hours in northeast and north central Wisconsin, a 700-acre nature sanctuary in Appleton, WI
kept operating. It could still host two scheduled weddings, because it had installed a microgrid in 2018. The Gordon
Bubolz Nature Preserve’s microgrid islanded from the central grid moments after losing utility power and operated
autonomously for two and a half days until grid power was restored.59

Table 10. Decentralizing and Distributing Water and Energy Systems Summary.

Examples

• With direction from the 2018 National Defense Authorization Act to explore options for energy
security, the Army has embraced microgrids to increase the resiliency of its water and energy
systems.
• Fort Hunter Liggett has a centralized 2-megawatt (MW) PV and a 1-megawatt hour (MWh) battery
• They are seeking to expand systems to withstand a 24-hour power outage.60 This microgrid
reduced energy use by 30 percent between fiscal year 2003 and 2015 and reduced potable water
use by 57 percent between fiscal year 2007 and 2015.61

Site
requirements

• Utilities and owners that do operate decentralized systems define a ring bus, or a localized
perimeter
• Depending on design choices, waste and stormwater recycling units, batteries, solar, wind, and
smart technology in buildings can be added and interconnected within this area
• Systems are also connected to the centralized electrical grid and /or water piping systems

Capital and
revenue impact

• Decentralized systems are a combination of conservation and generation
• They have the potential to create savings and revenue. Increasingly, seeking efficiencies
by implementing distributed water and energy systems is being looked at as a way to avoid
significant capital capacity investments, such as building new wastewater treatment and/or
energy plants62

Operational
impact

• Decentralized, non-pipe and non-wire systems narrow the focus from community-wide to districtscale
• They must be maintained by an operator who has both broad and deep understanding of various
water and energy system functionalities, and who has the ability to manage and maintain service
to the district over time

Barriers

• In spite of these many advantages, like the reuse of non-potable water, U.S. microgrids face
heavy, varied, and often conflicting regulatory obstacles at the federal, state, and local levels
• While decentralized systems can employ multiple water and energy management technologies to
simultaneously provide multiple services, markets and regulations do not permit them to do so in
many instances
• The traditional baseline calculations used to forecast demand response do not factor in the
capacity of these water and energy systems

Resources

• Navigating Utility Business Model Reform. This Rocky Mountain Institute report offers a menu of
regulatory options for policymakers, utilities, and electric customers to best support and manage
the maturation of a 21st century grid
• Tap into Resilience Toolkit. A source for practical, actionable information on decentralized water
infrastructure
• The Non-wires Solution Implementation Playbook. A Practical Guide for Regulators, Utilities, and
Developers from the Rocky Mountain Institute
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Generating energy in water and wastewater systems.

Water and wastewater treatment plants
account for 3 to 4 percent of electricity consumption in the United States, making this sector the third largest energy
user in the U.S.63 For this reason, many of them are capitalizing on the potential to generate energy onsite to either
use themselves, sell to energy utilities, or both. Capturing energy and generating electricity from water transport
and treatment processes can offer an additional revenue stream in some cases.
Opportunity: Large- and small-scale hydropower use the embedded energy in water to generate power.
Water release from dams with associated power plants is the historical method. Using gravity-fed water piping
infrastructure to generate energy is an emerging way to generate hydropower on a much smaller scale.

Table 11. Large- and Small-scale Hydropower Summary.

Examples

• The City of Boulder’s water utility operates eight hydroelectric power plants that generate
approximately two million dollars annually; all electricity generated is sold to the electric utility.
Energy revenue in turn offsets water utility operating costs, saving customers from having to
support full operations through rates paid
• The City of Portland’s Water Bureau has been partnering since 2015 with a private company
and the energy utility to install and operate generating turbines in gravity-fed water pipes. The
energy is then purchased by Portland General Electric, putting an average of 1,100 MWh per year
on the city’s power grid - enough to power around 150 homes

Site
requirements

Generating energy in this manner requires four things:
• a reliable water source with steady flows
• elevation changes so water can flow from an upper source to a lower catchment
• generating equipment, so pumps and turbines can be used to produce electricity from water flow
• grid connection so this electricity can travel and be used to power other things

Capital and
revenue
impact

• Feasibility studies generate life cycle cost benefit analysis. Upfront installation costs are
calculated against return on investment over time.
• Power purchase agreements can alleviate the burden of initial investments or replacements.
• For instance, Boulder’s Canyon Hydroelectric Plant Modernization project is upgrading its
current facilities at a total project cost of $5.155 million. However, the upgraded turbine is
smaller, has an expected lifespan of 50 years, and is expected to generate up to 30% more
energy64
• On a much smaller scale, the Portland in-line piping system had an upfront cost of $1.7 million
and is expected to generate two million dollars over 20 years65

Operational
impact

• Hydropower operators understand the water-energy connection best
• Large projects require full time operational staff, sometimes round the clock
• Micro-hydro technology is integrated into existing infrastructure and requires small turbine
maintenance over time

Barriers

• New large-scale hydropower is not being built much if at all anymore due to a host of factors
such as steep upfront costs and lengthy environmental and energy regulation processes, but
sometimes existing non-power dams can be converted to power generation
• Those that have large-scale hydropower already in their water supply systems can offset their
own energy consumption but may be also facing steep maintenance costs based on system age
and level of upkeep over time
• In-line hydropower is still relatively new and may be viewed as too risky for third parties to
guarantee savings from and/or for utilities to invest in without performance assurances. Initial
pilots have had mixed results, and this method does not work well in areas that lack changing
topography

Resource

• California’s In-Conduit Hydropower Implementation Guidebook. A compendium of resources,
best practices, and tools from the Water Research Foundation
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Opportunity: Solar arrays and wind turbines, when installed fixed or floating, can facilitate
greater energy independence for water utilities and energy utilities alike. Water utilities can
cover their own energy footprints, and energy utilities can realize load reductions from energy
generation at water utilities. In addition to these standard uses, there is innovation in this field
as well. For instance, one prototype shows that a water distillation system can be mounted to
a solar cell to create both a water purifier and an energy generator.66

Table 12. Solar Arrays and Wind Turbines Summary.

Examples

• Over 500 floating solar panels installed by investor-owned utility, New Jersey American Water
in Milburn, NJ, are projected to generate 2 percent of the wastewater treatment plant’s energy
needs. The array is projected to deliver $16,000 a year in energy savings67
• The Jersey-Atlantic Wind Farm, operated by the Atlantic County Utilities Authority, is located at
the wastewater treatment plant in Atlantic City.68 The site was limited to five turbines to prevent
wind blockage and cost $12.5 million. It was funded by grants from the New Jersey Board
of Public Utilities and Atlantic City Electric, and through private equity investment and debt
financing. After 11 years in operation, the wind system saved the utility over $5.2 million

Site
requirements

Combining renewable energy generation systems is ideal for water utilities that own large flat
surfaces, such as open water holding tanks, rooftops, parking lots, or cleared land

Capital and
revenue
impact

• The water utility can realize energy cost savings when connecting behind-the-meter to power
plant operations. Or, they can generate revenue if regulations dictate that they must sell the
energy to the electric utility instead. Depending on the governing energy sale rules and system
size; some do both
• Power purchase agreements with third party providers can alleviate upfront costs. Larger
renewable energy systems have shorter payback periods

Operational
impact

• Once installed, operation and maintenance are low for these systems for the first few decades
• Meters may connect the water plant’s wind system to the electrical grid with or without a battery
system to store electricity for later onsite use

Barriers

• Some utilities may not have access to the amount of space needed to justify the upfront costs of
PV and/or wind turbines
• Also, some electric utility structures do not allow behind-the-meter connections and have very
low purchase prices for renewable energy, which extends the time it takes to recoup upfront
costs
• Locations are subject to local, state, and federal regulations, including local wind ordinances.
Feasibility studies may be necessary to evaluate wind potential

Resource

• On-Site Renewable Energy Generation. A guide to developing and implementing GHG reduction
programs from the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
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Opportunity: Turning wastewater byproducts into energy is a popular practice in water
utilities. Rather than paying to dispose of organic solids, they can use biodigesters to convert
it into energy, reducing landfill waste and methane gas production. Methane that is produced
during the processing of organic solids can serve as a fuel source. Heat can be recovered from
water to generate steam that can power cogeneration plants, which use combined heat and
power (CHP) systems to generate electricity and heat at the same time.

Table 13. Turning Wastewater Byproducts Into Energy Summary.

Examples

• The District of Columbia’s Water and Sewer Authority (DC Water) installed the first thermal
hydrolysis process (THP) system at a U.S. wastewater treatment plant. The THP system
generates energy from the steam and methane created when processing solids. The system
produces a net 10 MW of electricity70
• The Energy Council tracks installations. There are 75 examples of facilities in 21 U.S. States in
their 2018 directory

Site
requirements

Wastewater treatment plants employing these methods must have space for on-site equipment
like biodigesters and CHP systems

Capital and
revenue
impact

• Processing solids from the treatment process may reduce waste hauling costs
• Depending on system size and electric utility regulatory structure, energy generation may
offset plant energy costs and/or generate to grid and create a new revenue stream
• Power purchase agreements can alleviate upfront costs, which also depend on system size
• D.C. Water’s Blue Plains plant estimated an annual savings of $20 million, with $10 million from
energy production and $10 million from reduction in solids-removal hauling costs71

Operational
impact

• The U.S. Energy Recovery Council estimates that the average waste-to-energy facility creates
58 full-time salaried, skilled, well-paying jobs, and has a 40-year projected lifespan
• These employees run the plants as part of the water utility’s normal operations72

Barriers

• Financing system installation, space constraints, permitting, utility interconnection, and public
perception are considerations each water utility must take into account before choosing the
waste-to-energy system best suited to meet their needs
• Seeing the resiliency benefits of these systems, U.S. federal branches DOE and EPA are working
to reduce these barriers and educate local water utilities on how to plan for, decide on, install,
and operate them

Resource

• Energy Recovery Council. Waste-to-energy facilities generate more than 14 billion kWh hours
of renewable electricity annually from waste, creating energy around the clock from a fuel
that would otherwise be buried. The Energy Recovery Council is a national trade organization
representing the companies and communities engaged in the waste-to-energy sector

Storing energy in water and energy systems.

There are utility-side and
customer-side opportunities for storage. Energy storage at the utility scale has traditionally
been thought of in terms of pumped storage, but battery plants are becoming more and more
common. Smaller water tanks are also used to store energy, especially from solar generation.
There is now also a water-based battery for energy storage.69 Storing energy adds capacity to
water and energy utilities and can help them avoid new pipes and wires infrastructure costs.
It creates flexibility in the time when energy is used. In areas that have time-of-use electricity
pricing structures, it also allows for more control over energy bills.
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Opportunity: Pumping water for energy storage to a higher elevation during off-peak times
of day and night allows potential energy to be harnessed via hydroelectric generation during
peak demand periods. Using this stored energy allows utilities to better prepare for peak times
of day and times of extreme hot and cold, when demand is high.

Table 14. Pumping Water for Energy Storage Summary.
Examples

• The Ludington Pumped Storage Plant in Ludington, MI, operated by Consumers Energy, is one
of the largest pumped-storage facilities and provides services to over one million residential
customers. Water is pumped from Lake Michigan to a 27-billion-gallon capacity upper reservoir
for release on demand73

Site
requirements

Water resource availability and natural topography are considerations. Storage tanks must be fitted
with generating equipment and have electric grid connections

Capital and
revenue
impact

• Natural changes in elevation may reduce project costs, but these systems usually require
significant capital investment
• The return on investment is calculated by peak energy demand offset and is governed by local
electric utility metering rules

Operational
impact

• These systems can be integrated with smart metering technology and used as one option in a
portfolio of demand-management strategies

Barriers

• Much like dams, large pumped storage facilities are typically not considered fiscally and
environmentally viable; this is not always the case, however – a 400 MW pumped hydro storage
project in Montana proposed by Absaroka Energy recently secured 1 billion in funding74
• Smaller systems are often explored, but usually the upfront costs outweigh the benefits

Resource

• Pumped Storage. A summary from WaterWorld on using water towers, aquifer well pumps to
generate energy during peak demand periods
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Opportunity: Batteries are increasingly used to facilitate grid reliability, especially as the use
of renewable energy and decentralized water and energy systems grow. When state rules allow
utility ownership of energy storage, use of batteries during peak electrical demands reduce
energy costs and grid reliance. Utilities like Arizona Public Service, PG&E, and Portland General
Electric have been announcing energy storage plans for one hundred and greater MW, and in
June 2019, the U.S. became a world leader in grid-connected energy storage.75

Table 15. Battery Storage Summary.

Examples

• The State of California uses roughly 20 percent of its electricity to irrigate, move water through
aqueducts, treat, and deliver water to customers. Adding grid flexibility through energy storage
helps to better manage power flow intermittency from renewable energy sources like solar and
wind
• In 2016, the Irvine Ranch Water District announced a 7 MW, 34- MWh installation of Tesla
lithium-ion batteries at 11 different sites across Orange County, to reduce grid reliance.76 At the
time this was the largest battery installation in a water district
• Los Angeles Department of Water and Power may deploy 1.8 gigawatts (GW) of batteries to
partially replace 3 local gas plants77

Site
requirements

• Batteries are not small and are usually placed in banks
• Inverters connect the battery storage to the grid
• Local energy code compliance is required for installations

Capital and
revenue
impact

• Capital needed to purchase batteries and/or water storage tanks
• Return on investment is calculated by peak energy demand offset and governed by local electric
utility metering rules

Operational
impact

• Operators need to understand the timing of peak energy consumption of the community and/or
utility, so they know when to deploy stored energy to offset peak electrical demands each day

Barriers

• Dependent on the battery type, there are regulatory concerns related to metering, safety, and
siting
• High-density batteries have more voltage, and so more siting and safety issues
• Barriers are lessening as battery costs come down and the technology improves. With more and
more in use, they are becoming a part of the progressive utility’s portfolio

Resource

• On Site Energy Storage Decision Guide. A Better Buildings Better Plants publication from the
U.S. DOE

Most communities are doing
some combination of the
methods listed in this section.
Water and energy system
integration
is
achievable,
especially when actions are
recognized as familiar and
do-able. Local governments
and utilities are missing a
holistic approach to treat
water and energy systems
as
interdependent
and
interconnected.
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Defining Integration Cornerstones
While it’s helpful to visualize water and energy system integration in terms of a list of tactics,
it’s also useful to view these methods as actions that move communities towards water and
energy system transformation over time. Coordination between water and energy systems
must be intentional, or it will not happen. Innovation in these systems starts with articulating
a desired goal and then taking one step at a time toward it. Four cornerstones emerge from
case study reviews and interviews with both sectors that allow system integration to happen
intentionally and systemically:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Build trust
Leverage joint customers
Share and optimize data
Invest in connecting infrastructure

The following section briefly describes the opportunities of each cornerstone, shows case
study examples, and summarizes key takeaways.

Cornerstone 1: Build trust.

Integrating water and energy systems begins with
integrating people. Poor communication, whether internal or across organizations,
immediately limits deeper system integration. Taking the time to establish trust and shared
goals is critical to creating a joint approach to water and energy systems planning.
“Climate change is not a useful way to talk to customers for me, but everyone agrees
we have interesting weather. We are in a place prone to temperature extremes.
We plan for this, both utilities together, to manage growth and intense weather.”
- Interviewee, water utility sector
Recognizing the need to break down communication barriers across departments and
organizations and with customers is the first step to designing a comprehensive community
approach to water and energy resource management. While simple in concept, building trust
is the most critical and difficult cornerstone to establish. It requires a level of cooperation that
must be developed deliberately.
Utilities under different jurisdictions also share common goals. Limited resources shared
across regions create a need for collaboration. For example, a severe drought in central Texas
led to a recommendation in Austin to develop an integrated water resource plan.78 Focusing
on efficiency efforts, in both water and energy, is less costly than overhauling generation or
distribution facilities.
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Efficiency is also a driving theme in most community climate action planning. Even if the
motivations are different, collaborative efforts can lead to mutually beneficial outcomes.
Population growth in a community might increase water demand; however, water conservation
and demand management efforts can create room for additional capacity without significant
capital expenditures. This offers a compromise to utilities – capacity increase – and to
customers and local governments – more service without the burden of large capital projects.
Local governments and utilities are taking actions to share planning processes, train staff
across systems, and collaboratively find ways to provide affordable, equitable customer service.
While these efforts have mixed results, they show intention to engage across organizations,
departments, and in new ways with customers. The following case studies show how various
entities have started conversations and identified entry points for relationship-building across
water and energy systems to:
• Involve each other in organizational planning processes;
• Train staff across systems; and
• Work together to provide affordable, equitable, and informed service to shared customers.
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1a. Involve each other in organizational planning processes. A top-down directive from the
California Public Utilities Commission mandated that investor-owned energy utilities plan and
work with water agencies, culminating in a series of pilots testing different integrated approaches
to reducing water and energy consumption. When the State of California directed electric utilities
to partner with water agencies, the partnerships yielded significant water and energy savings.

Table 16. Shared Planning Processes Case Study
Organizations

California Investor-Owned Energy Utilities, including Pacific Gas and Electric Company
(PG&E), Southern California Edison (SCE), and San Diego Gas and Electric Company (SDG&E)

Action

The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) directed the largest CA investor-owned
energy utilities to develop partnerships with water agencies. Nine pilot projects ran from
July 2008 to December 2009. The findings report is from 201179

Funding sources

CPUC offered $10 million to assist with the development of mandated and jointly-funded
programs by water and energy utilities

Regulatory
considerations

This was a top-down directive from CPUC to energy IOUs; compliance was mandatory

Transferability

A state-wide approach like this could help local governments and water utilities that have
tried to work with IOUs with little success thus far

Business model
impacts

Initial regulation forced partnerships between energy and water providers with the goal of
reducing energy used by water and wastewater agencies; it is unknown if any coordination is
lasting post-mandate

Revenue impacts

End-use water savings were projected, as was embedded-energy-use savings for water
providers and IOUs

Operational impacts

Increased planning and coordination between utility types occurred, including the joint
implementation of nine pilot programs to target water and energy conservation

Equity impacts

This directive was tested in part to see if cost and service delivery of energy and water could
be improved for the end user with this kind of proactive interaction; any increase in utility
affordability is not proven

Cross-system
commonalties

• This work led to joint resource savings through auditing commercial customers for
water distribution leak detection and energy efficiency
• The measured IOU energy savings was over 500,000 kWh per year
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1b. Train staff across systems. Organizational shifts within the Orlando Utilities Commission
created a staff hierarchy with water and electric utility staff reporting to one another. Crosstraining staff led to a better understanding and collaboration between the water and electric
utility departments. Orlando reduced personnel costs and improved reliability by this
cross-training.

Table 17. Cross-System Training Case Study
Organizations

Orlando Utilities Commission (OUC), a municipally-owned public water and electric utility

Action

Because some supervisory job descriptions require oversight of both water and electric
utility staff, OUC created a cross-training program to allow staff to spend time on both sides
80

Funding sources

This is an internal action of a public water and energy utility, requiring no significant funding
beyond general operating costs and personnel salaries

Regulatory
considerations

None; this is an internal organizational model

Transferability

• High for municipally-owned utilities and co-ops: staff exchanges across utilities offer
professional development opportunities and low-budget ways keep communication lines
open, so as to be able to quickly seize mutually beneficial opportunities
• Low for investor-owned utilities: cross-training across utilities may present a challenge,
but fostering a culture of learning and innovation can enhance staff development

Business model
impacts

Reduced personnel hiring needs due to internal cross-training and shared skill-sets

Revenue impacts

No direct revenue impacts are evident

Operational impacts

IInstitutionalizing cross-training led to increased staff awareness of water and energy
constraints, regulations, and safety concerns in both the water and energy departments,
and:
• Understanding of shared resources constraints and tradeoffs was heightened
• Different perspectives from staff strengthened overarching operational strategies
Cross-training staff resulted in:

Equity impacts

Cross-system
commonalties

• A more comprehensive approach to health outcomes and emergency response planning
• Operating a pay-as-you-go plan that lets water and electric customers pay as needed for
service, thereby reducing late and reconnection fees
• There was increased empathy: electric utility staff became aware of the health and
resource-protection regulations associated with water delivery
• Better communication resulted in collective problem-solving to increase system
reliability/resilience
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1c. Work together to provide affordable, equitable, and informed service to joint customers.
The City of Dubuque, IA worked with IBM to engage in a public-private partnership to create
a smarter, sustainable community. One part of this effort connected customers with realtime water and energy use, employing smart-meter technology. This case study shows how
partnering to share water and energy data with customers leads to conservation by end-users.

Table 18. Customer Service Synergies Case Study
Organizations

The City of Dubuque Interstate Power and Light Company, a publicly-owned energy utility,
and the City of Dubuque Utility Department, a municipally-owned water utility

Action

Using new meter technology to connect end users to water and energy use data allowed
Dubuque to respond to the water and energy needs of citizens in real time

Funding sources

Multiple sources, including IBM Smarter Cities grant funding

Regulatory
considerations

Dubuque adhered to state regulation for smart metering, including data sharing practices

Transferability

High for those installing smart meters and for those interested in deploying customer-facing
dashboards

Business model impacts

This program allows for real-time interfacing between the utilities, the local government,
and the customer

Revenue impacts

Substantial upfront costs were associated with technology investment

Operational impacts

Equity impacts

Cross-system
commonalties

• This work was part of a larger Smarter Dubuque program; dual goals were advanced
• Every household received a smart-meter installation as part of the rollout
The program directly engaged community members by connecting customers with data
and helpful tools that empowered them to address concerns like leak detection; active
participants in the pilot reduced water use an average of 10 percent more than non-pilot
participants82
• Direct connection of all users to the same data sets
• Data is used to inform local policy-making, such as what programs are needed to
address waste

Trust building takeaways include:
• Make time to understand the local government and utility landscape:
-- Different organizations and potential partners at the regional, state, and local levels will play
different roles in a possible partnership
-- Identify opportunities for simple coordination:
• For example, the Oregon Association of Clean Water Agencies, in partnership with
Bonneville Power Administration, the EPA, and the Energy Trust of Oregon, provided an
energy management training program to water utility members in Oregon, Washington,
and Idaho.81
-- A top-down directive or regulatory intervention from a mayor, council, or board is needed to
start regular interactions
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-- If a bottom-up approach is more appropriate, there may be an opportunity to gather potential
partners together face-to-face to begin building relationships and articulating shared
barriers and common goals
• Take time to get local government and utilities together and articulate shared motivators:
-- Programmatic shifts begin with dialogue, regardless of what drives it
-- Successful collaborative efforts generate a shared ethos around a collective problem,
such as resource conservation and management, climate change, growing or shrinking
populations, or regulations
-- Often water and energy utility staff and local government staff do not recognize the issues
and challenges they share until they discuss them
-- Sometimes a third party that unlocks funding can be a catalyst

Cornerstone 2: Leverage joint customers.

Both utilities share each other’s
resources. For instance, Southwest Gas and NV Energy collaborated with the Southern
Nevada Water Authority and several communities to conserve water use in southern Nevada,
saving resources for all involved.83 Utilities also share customers in many cases, and this is
an obvious place to start collaborating to influence rate payer’s consumption behaviors and
to provide more cohesive, packaged services. Utilities can leverage shared customer bases to
gain communication, outreach, and programming efficiencies.
“An electric customer is a water customer. If both utilities are working separately, there are
lost opportunities. I collaborate with my water utilities to make sure this doesn’t happen.”
- Interviewee, electric utility sector
Local governments that own both water and energy utilities may have influence over both
and are more likely to align around common goals. A shared and articulated community-wide
goal that customers support can motivate system integration. For instance, complementing
city-wide climate goals, New York City’s Department of Environment (DEP) set a goal of netzero energy at its 14 Wastewater Resource Recovery Facilities (WWRF) by 2050, a goal that
requires water and energy integration. To this end, DEP received energy efficiency grant
funding to develop a tool to quantify the water-energy nexus in utility operations. This tool
evaluates the carbon footprint and energy tradeoffs in water conservation and treatment.84
As of May 2019, DEP’s water efficiency programs have led to a reduction of 40 metric tons
(MT) of carbon equivalent (CO2e) per year from reductions of potable water demand and 110
MT CO2e per year from reductions of volume to the WWRFs. DEP’s water efficiency programs
have reduced carbon emissions by over 150 MT CO2e per year and energy use by 572,502
kWh per year. This is equivalent to removing 10,000 vehicle miles traveled per year from 41
standard passenger cars or saving 8 hours per day each day from 3,300 60-Watt lightbulbs for
a total cost savings of $61,935 per year.85
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Working to advance each other’s organizational goals also reveals ways that water utilities,
energy utilities, and local governments can better serve and reach consumers. The following
case studies show how utilities and local governments are collaborating to:
• Offer joint rebate, and/or incentive programs;
• Develop shared customer-facing pilot projects; and
• Engage in dual community outreach.
2a. Offer joint rebate, and/or incentive programs. As utility business models and customer
bases change, utilities and local governments are collaborating more and more in resource
and demand management. The impetus for shared pilots can vary. For instance, the
Albuquerque Bernalillo County Water Utility Authority recently established Water 2120, a 100year water management plan specifically aimed at water and energy efficiency in multi-family
homes.86 Austin Water, Austin Energy, and Texas Gas Service partner to provide weatherization
assistance to low- and moderate-income customers, jointly targeting their customer base for
greater reach.

Table 19. Joint Rebate, and/or Incentive Programs Case Study
Organizations

City of Austin - Austin Water, Austin Energy, and Texas Gas Service

Action

All three utilities partner to provide weatherization assistance to low- and moderate-income
customers

Funding

Program funding comes from within the operational budgets of all three utilities

Regulatory
considerations

Austin Energy and Austin Water are municipally-owned, while Texas Gas Service is a
publicly-owned utility serving a larger geographic area

Transferability

High, especially for water and energy utilities with the same or overlapping geographic areas

Business model
impacts

Considerations must be made as to which utility ultimately oversees the program and carries
the brunt of the customer interactions around it

Revenue impacts

As buildings are weatherized here are resource efficiency gains to be realized for all involved
utilities

Operational impacts

• An educational campaign was added to provide an uptick in direct installs
• This incentive program impacted over 800 households in 2018 fiscal year87

Equity impacts

The program directly targets low- and moderate-income households, giving these customers
more weather-tight homes

Cross-system
commonalties

The incentive program targets a shared customer base to reduce load on each involved utility
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2b. Develop joint customer-facing pilot projects. Pilot projects allow utilities and governments
the flexibility to test various programs without the high stakes of long-term commitment
and large budgets. They can evolve into full time programs or end when a budget is spent.
For instance, Dakota Electric Association and Great River Energy, both Minnesota-based
electric cooperatives, work with local water utilities to install grid-interactive water heaters
in residential homes. With up to 40 percent of residential energy attributed to water heating,
these water heaters can take advantage of variable energy sources, like wind or solar, and
help electric utilities manage load.88
In San Antonio, TX, the municipally-owned water utility and electric utility periodically team up
on an as-needed basis to offer shared-customer programs to help them reduce consumption.
These entities have a shared goal of targeting high-intensity water and energy users, as well as
low-income users, for increased efficiency and leak detection. This overlapping programming
has enhanced the reputation of both utilities.

Table 20. Shared Customer-facing Pilots Case Study
Organizations

San Antonio Water System’s (SAWS), municipally-owned water utility, and CPS Energy,
municipally-owned electric utility

Action

Recognizing overlapping outreach efforts, SAWS and CPS work together to educate the public
on energy-water issues, including shared displays at community events;
• The utilities ran a high-efficiency washing machine rebate program, where the customer
could get a rebate from both utilities with just one application
• This was discontinued when efficient machines hit market saturation
• Both utilities benefited and are willing to consider similar pilots when it makes sense,
such as a joint swimming pool pump and filter replacement program

Funding

Utilities overlap tapping their own operating and capital budgets as needed

Regulatory
considerations

These two utilities have worked together for decades without regulation; coordination began
with a drought and with city leadership asking for collaboration

Transferability

High for municipally-owned utilities: Facilitated by city ownership of the utilities
Low for non-municipally-owned utilities: May need regulatory directive to work with IOUs

Business model
impacts

Streamlined efficiency and conservation initiatives for both utilities

Revenue impacts

No significant revenue impacts, since SAWS budgets for conservation measures

Operational impacts

CPS Energy and SAWS each have independent boards of trustees, with the City of San Antonio
regulating; this structure ensures regular communication and reporting to city staff

Equity impacts

• Expands outreach efforts for both utilities
• Programs target efficiency for all users, including high-use and low-income: targeting
large irrigation customers gains significant water savings, and the Uplift program works
to curb leaks in low-income housing to help lower water costs89

Cross-system
commonalties

Long term partnership between utilities allows them to nimbly take advantage of shared
opportunities as they arise: both share a focus on water and energy conservation
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2c. Engage in dual community outreach. Local governments and utilities can pool resources
to reduce community-wide water and energy use. Sharing outreach makes sense when the
end goal - using less energy and water – benefits both utilities. Medellín, Columbia’s stateowned joint water and energy utility has been refining this approach since the 1980s. With a
growing population taxing water and energy infrastructure, a coordinated effort across water
and energy departments promotes demand-side management and consumption monitoring
to reduce community water and energy needs.

Table 21. Dual Community Outreach Pilots Case Study
Organizations

Empresas Públicas de Medellín (EEPPM) in the city of Medellín, Colombia provides water and
energy services to more than 630,000 consumers

Action

Since 1995 EEPPM has focused on public water and energy education campaigns, doing
demand-side management and leak detection for residential, commercial, and industrial
sectors

Funding

Water and energy utility operational budgets

Regulatory
considerations

Education and outreach did not require new regulation or adjustments

Transferability

High, with broad, international applicability in approach through educational community
outreach

Business model
impacts

Monitoring and community outreach programs add water and energy efficiencies

Revenue impacts

EEPPM invested funds to reduce energy demand for its water operations, setting up a team to
track its water-related energy use

Operational impacts

An operational manager directs a team that is responsible for analyzing and prioritizing
energy efficiency activities in several of its water and wastewater facilities, which consume
up to 146 GWh/year; the coordinated outreach campaigns require extensive planning and
integration of Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system monitoring of energy
used for water

Equity impacts

The community outreach element of this program seeks to engage all community members
in the efficiency programs, regardless of income

Cross-system
commonalties

Both water and energy utilities are state-run, so cost savings ultimately accrue to the same
entity

Leveraging joint-customers take-aways:
• Map the shared customers to target:
-- Regardless of the governance structures of local utilities, each utility shares some customers
where service territories overlap
-- Spatially identifying shared customer bases is step one to understanding the scope of work
that local governments and utilities might undertake together
-- Understanding how the consumption patterns of these users impact each utility and
local government can open up opportunities to leverage resources across organizational
structures
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• Identify a collective problem to solve:
-- Starting with the connection between water and energy use can be too vague. To develop
successful programming across utilities, target a shared pain point
-- Finding one problem that both utilities face is the entry point for identifying ways to reduce
consumption
-- As climate and populations continue to change, water and energy utilities are adopting
an increasingly conservation-oriented approach. Acknowledge that conservation has
traditionally been viewed as a revenue taker, and that bundling customer services into
offerings can be a revenue generator
• Leverage resources to achieve organizational goals:
-- Using less water uses less energy, and using less energy uses less water. Efficiency
campaigns that are conducted separately still bring mutual benefits, but shared outreach
efforts can also expand budgets and staff capacity
-- Collaborative campaigns lead to higher participation in programs, lower water and energy
consumption, and lower costs for utilities and consumers alike90

Cornerstone 3: Share and optimize data.

Joint programming to shared customers
can be a gateway to sharing data collection and management, and to developing a smart,
localized grid together. As utilities and local governments seek to understand if their actions
are having the desired outcomes, interfacing with data becomes paramount. Recognizing
opportunities for efficiencies in data collection and communication systems, these utilities
and local governments are finding ways to couple water and energy data and communications.
“Some [utilities] are investing in interlevel software systems, like Seattle Power and Light.
Salesforce use is high also, to integrate marketing activities. I mostly hear about the energy
utilities looking for this type of software service over water utilities, but this could be changing.”

- Interviewee, private sector
Integration of water and energy systems goes beyond interpersonal connections and program
coordination. The next level of system integration means unlocking better ways to share
information between water and energy systems through aligning data collection, management,
and analysis. Collecting data and making it available utility-to-utility, city-to-utility, and utility-tocustomer empowers people, and moves communities towards efficiency and reduction goals.
Consumption data sets from customer reporting and utility metering are enormous. Cleaning
these datasets and using them to answer questions is often confusing. Depending on how
often a system reports out, water and energy system data can be in minute, hour, or day
increments. Usually this data is not shared due to utility concerns over individual customer
privacy. Even when stripped of customer identifiers, however, this consumption data is critical
to governments and researchers who are trying to assess the effectiveness of existing or new
resource conservation programs.
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Assessing water and energy data together has, thus far, primarily been an academic exercise.
For instance, researchers at the University of Buffalo are investigating machine learning as
a tool to better address the water-energy nexus.91 This is changing though, as the previous
City of New York example shows utilities beginning to examine the embedded energy in, and
carbon implications of, water processes by building their own water-energy nexus tools.
Because the rewards for knowledge-sharing, equitable customer interaction, and informed
collective decision-making are greater than the barriers of data set size, manipulation, and
jurisdictional boundaries, some progressive water and energy utilities are working together
to:
• Collect and share data across systems;
• Approach data management, display, and assessment with the customer; and
• Plan for a smart network approach together.
3a. Collect and share data across systems. Many water and energy utilities are viewing joint
data collection as a way to make operations better, faster, and cheaper. The City of Burbank,
AL is using smart meters across its water and electric utilities to gather data that helps them
improve system reliability while reducing duplicative operating costs. Burbank Water and
Power did this by deploying over 50,000 water and electric smart meters.

Table. 22. Data Sharing Across Systems Case Study
Organizations

The City of Burbank Water and Power92

Action

Burbank Water and Power deployed advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), including
50,000 water and electric smart meters that communicate over the same network and share
data management systems

Funding

Funding came primarily from a U.S. DOE Smart Grid Investment Grant

Regulatory
considerations

• New technology may come with, or need, new compliance requirements and regulatory
structures
• Enhanced data collection has data privacy/security implications and require customer
reassurances

Transferability

High for municipally-owned utilities; this kind of joint deployment is easiest for municipallyowned water and electric utilities than it is for IOUs, as the governance structure is at least
under the same umbrella, if not jointly managed by the same departmental staff

Business model
impacts

• Increased reliability of service through use of a smarter grid, including fewer leaks and
outages
• More service options, such as offering surplus communications capacity to commercial
customers

Revenue impacts

• Shared networks and data collection methods across water and electric meters lowers
the cost of data management, which is passed along to customers
• Customer billing may go up or down, because accuracy is improved from averages

Operational impacts

New service management features from AMI include remote connection and disconnection,
outage and tampering detection, voltage measurement, and power quality monitoring

Equity impacts

Reduced operating and maintenance costs, and improved outage-management systems

Cross-system
commonalties

Shared communications networks and meter data management systems have allowed the
City of Burbank to make better data-based decisions that have directly improved day-to-day
operations of the local water and energy systems
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3b. Approach data management, display, and assessment with the customer. Working
between water and energy utilities to collect customer data is sometimes less efficient than
asking the customer for the data directly. Data collection and assessment are not only critical
to good decision-making; this is also an opportunity to open a dialogue and influence behavior.
For instance, a pilot component of Smarter Dubuque was a water study rolled out with a smart
meter installation. When the data portal was accessed by customers, water use was reduced
6.6 percent.93 The international EcoDistricts model relies on voluntary customer data tracking
and is based on the assumption that consumption awareness reduces use. GHG emissions
have declined over 20 percent since 2010 in the Portland, OR Lloyd EcoDistrict.94 Meanwhile
in Ontario, Canada, a mandate makes building owners responsible for tracking and reporting
water and energy usage.

Table 23. A Customer Approach to Data Collection Case Study
Organizations

The province Ontario, Canada and building owners

Action

Due to the Province of Ontario’s Energy & Water Reporting and Benchmarking (EWRB)
regulation, building owners must report water and energy use of buildings of at least 50,000
square feet

Funding

Building owners bear the time costs of data entry into a provincial platform

Regulatory
considerations

• Benchmarking can require a mandate, but many similar programs are not mandated;
there are pros and cons to each approach that the benchmarking entity considers within
the localized context
• State and local regulation may influence approach; some local governments may not be
able to require benchmarking

Transferability

High, as there are similar involuntary and voluntary programs issued by various non-profits
and government entities around the world; for instance, the U.S. DOE’s Better Buildings
Better Plants program asks for voluntarily energy and water data entry, while some cities
like New York have mandatory building benchmarking policies at the local government level

Business model
impacts

Requires building owners to track and report water and energy usage; the implication is that
consumption is reduced on a building-by-building basis and that utilities do not have to be
involved beyond their normal provision of the consumption data to the customer on a monthly
basis

Revenue impacts

• Higher data collection costs at end-user level, rather than at government or utility level
• Long term cost savings from efficiency improvements by building owners

Operational impacts

• Increased monitoring and reporting requirements for the private sector
• Utility operations remain unchanged
• Non-profits/governments running these kinds of platforms use the entered data to
track progress towards goals, and to develop more effective water and energy efficiency
programs

Equity impacts

The requirement means that building owners must have staff that understand and can enter
the data, which could put pressure on low-earning building owners

Cross-system
commonalties

While water and energy consumption data may not be assessed together, it is at least
collected together, meaning that integrated data management could happen by the platform
owner if desired
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3c. Plan for a smart network approach together. More and more, local governments are
bringing together utility divisions under their control to plan together for a cohesive grid and
technology approach. Austin, TX, Baltimore, MD, Burlington, VT, and Palo Alto CA are examples
of local governments mulling over the associated procurement procedures, costs, benefits, and
operational changes needed to move toward a shared water and energy utility network.

Table 24. An Integrated Approach to Utility Data Networks Case Study
Organizations

The City of Palo Alto Utilities (CPAU), which owns and operates water and wastewater,
electric, fiber optics, and natural gas utility services, contracted with a private party to
develop a smart grid system and a comprehensive 5-10-year Utilities Technology Roadmap

Action

The consultant provided a cost-benefit analysis for a smart grid to handle all local utility
services

Funding

This work was a locally-funded study from tax and rate-payer dollars

Regulatory
considerations

The report defined the system and business requirements for Palo Alto, so that they aligned
with the current utility best practices

Transferability

High for municipalities who own multiple utility systems

Business model
impacts

Understanding business cases for water- energy projects helps support local conservation
efforts, inform investment decisions, and to identify investment gaps that government
programs can be designed to address

Revenue impacts

The analysis estimated that capital costs related to AMI system installation and billing system
integration for all utilities to be between 16 and 18 million dollars for an 18-year period;
annual operating costs were estimated to be 1.9 million, offset by 3.3 million in benefits, with
a net benefit of 1.4 million per year

Operational impacts

Developing a comprehensive grid approach requires staff role changes and organizational
structure modifications to maximize investment; it also brings in benefits through
streamlining roles and data communications/controls

Equity impacts

Rate-making differences across the sectors is a big consideration when assessing the impact
on various people groups and prioritizing internal investments; when local government
knows where utilities plan to invest, they can supplement any areas of under-investment

Cross-system
commonalties

Risks common to all utilities were identified and planned for in this assessment, such
as cyber-attacks that can cut customers off at the meter; mitigations were planned via a
distributed-energy resources assessment and a water system model evaluation

Data sharing takeaways:
• State the data collection goal and stick to it:
-- In some cases, data is collected with no end use in mind and so become overwhelming
background noise
-- Water and energy data is a powerful tool and the use of it should be planned
-- Use of AMI data enables the structuring of time-based rate programs, and leak detection
and outage management programs that increase system reliability
• Identify what data sets would be ideal to use and how to gather and assess them:
* Water and energy utilities, local governments, and customers can all be collecting user
data, but the frequency, type, assessment, and use of this data varies widely
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-- Consider where opportunities for data collection overlap: states and utilities have different
regulations and privacy laws related to data sharing, which impact the ways in which data
may be shared
-- The effectiveness of coupling data collection and management depends on the quality of the
data collected
• Share the data:
-- Sharing aggregate data with end-users influences the customers perception of utility
transparency, builds trust, and influences behaviors
-- As does peak pricing, accessibility to real-time data has the power to reduce consumer
water and energy use
-- Allowing third parties use of aggregate data sets to assess the costs and benefits of potential
actions can influence shared-utility network planning

Cornerstone 4: Invest in connecting infrastructure.

The physical connection
between water and energy systems is where most begin integrating water and energy systems.
This usually comes after some level of trust is established. Benefits to shared customers
are identified, and this almost always involves some level of data sharing. While the delivery
systems for water and energy systems remain separate, opportunities, like cogeneration,
physically connect water and energy systems.
“There is recent interest in blending AMI utility infrastructure. Also, in joint billing, and in
merging water and energy conservation efforts across utilities. The intent of [water-energy
calculators] is in part to determine who benefits and who pays for each measure. Does the
division of rate-payer advocates represent the interest of all ratepayers? Regional averages
don’t help here. Knowing the true value of shared infrastructure and conservation is a utilityby-utility conversation involving local resource assessment and life-cycle cost calculations.”
- Interviewee, academic sector
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Connecting the physical infrastructure of utilities sets the stage for significant energy and
water savings and offers increased system resiliency. For instance, the City of Boulder uses
byproducts from wastewater treatment, producing 2.1 million kWh of electricity per year.95 It is
because of efficiencies like this that water and energy utilities are working together to:
• Share metering infrastructure;
• Connect water-system energy generation to electrical grids; and
• Increase resiliency through mini/micro grids and decentralized water systems.
4a. Share metering infrastructure. Though water and energy utilities manage resources in
vastly different ways, coupling procurement of metering technology with service provision
offers a chance to optimize service delivery. Evaluating time of use, as it relates to energy and
water demand, is an area where meter controls impact efficiency. For instance, it is estimated
that California’s water supply accounts for at least 3 percent of electricity demand on peak
usage days.96 Sharing metering information may help reduce peak demand, and better manage
load and capacity. Glendale Water and Power in Los Angeles County installed single-vendor
water and electric smart meters in 2011.

Table 25. Shared Water-and-Energy Smart Metering Case Study
Organizations

Glendale Water and Power (GWP), a municipally-owned utility in Los Angeles County

Action

One of the first utilities in the U.S. to implement both electric and water smart meters in its entire
service territory; procured deployment of smart meters for water and electric from a single vendor

Funding

Funding for the energy metering came primarily from a U.S. DOE Smart Grid Investment
Grant; GWP also paid to install 33,400 smart water meters

Regulatory
considerations

If utilities are not under same jurisdictions, there may be privacy concerns from data sharing
across utility types and structures

Transferability

High, especially if upgrades to meters are needed; water meters are less complex than
electric meters, and utilize the same technology - so the need to upgrade one means that the
other can be an add-on

Business model
impacts

GWP is containing costs, increasing operational efficiencies, improving water and energy
system reliability, and offering customers options to access real-time energy usage,
including a web portal and in-home displays in digital photo frames

Revenue impacts

GWP realized baseline annual energy savings of 10-12 percent as customers increasingly
engaged with water and energy usage data provided by their smart meters

Operational impacts

GWP installed acoustic leak-detection technology designed to detect leaks on GWP’s side of
the meter, to save not only water but also electricity, reducing GWP’s operating costs and
saving customers from property damage

Equity impacts

Shifts in data management also mean shifts in corporate culture; GWP recognized that
training and higher compensation rates were needed; new, high-paying jobs were also
created in the community

Cross-system
commonalties

• Interfaces were developed to make new software work with legacy systems
• A full-time cybersecurity manager was hired to re- architect the system city-wide
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4b. Connect water system energy
generation to electrical grids. Direct
connections between energy and water
systems build more resilient and reliable
systems. As seen with the Portland,
OR
in-line
hydropower
example,
recapturing the embedded energy
in water can feed back to the energy
grid.97 Citing the desire to reduce costs
and increase resilience, the Caldwell
Waste Water Treatment plant installed
an 896 kW solar storage system to sell
additional power to the public utility,
taking advantage of renewable energy
to provide a more robust energy source,
and to provide additional revenue.98

Table 26. Connecting Water System Generation to the Electrical Grid Case Study
Organizations

Public Service Electric and Gas Company (PSE&G) and the Borough of Caldwell, N.J

Action

An 896-kW solar storage system with 1 MWh batteries was installed at the municipallyowned wastewater treatment plant to provide additional resiliency to the system

Funding

The work was funded by the wastewater treatment plant’s budget

Regulatory
considerations

There are grid connectivity considerations with non-municipally-owned utilities; if behindthe-metering is not allowed, these systems can have prohibitive payback periods

Transferability

High, especially in areas where the electric utility is amenable to behind-the-meter
structures that allow the water utility to offset their own power use

Business model
impacts

The solar-plus-storage system and the existing back-up generators allow the Caldwell plant
to operate for as long as 10 days without requiring external power, which works to keep
wastewater out of local waterways during grid power outages

Revenue impacts

Any excess power from the system is sold to PSE&G, providing a new revenue stream for the
wastewater treatment plant, in addition to storm-resiliency benefits

Operational impacts

During the day, the solar panels recharge the batteries and supply power to the wastewater
treatment plant; at night, the batteries supplement facility power needs

Equity impacts

Power storage to operate plant during storm events ensures a more resilient treatment
facility for all residents; sewage overflows often occur in low-income areas, so avoidance has
quality-of-life implications

Cross-system
commonalties

Both water and energy utilities benefit from peak-energy-use avoidance, and realize energy
savings that defer the need for new centralized-grid capacity, and reduce the water utility’s
energy bills
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4c. Increase resiliency through mini/micro grids and decentralized water systems. While establishing
connections between centralized water and energy utilities is one way to look at system integration,
co-locating water and energy efficiency opportunities at the district level offers a different
perspective. In Stockholm, where aggressive GHG emissions goals are driving integrated water
and energy planning, 80 percent of heating needs are met at the district level.99 A primary source
for district heating is energy recovered from wastewater treatment. With ambitious climate goals
and population stress, the City of Stockholm, Sweden is finding new ways to power district heating
systems.

Table 27. Increasing Resiliency Through Decentralization Case Study
Organizations

City of Stockholm, particularly Hammarby Sjöstad district100

Action

To address energy and climate goals, Stockholm recaptures energy when treating
wastewater and uses it to provide district heating

Funding

Funding comes from a combination of sources, including government and district/building
developers

Regulatory
considerations

This work is in part driven by the aggressive GHG reduction goal to be fossil-fuel free by
2040; Sweden incentivizes developers to build sustainably, adding such amenities as sink
food-waste separators

Transferability

Medium, would likely need a state or local government directive to engage the private sector,
and a code assessment to ensure that chosen methods for heat recapture from waste are
permissible

Business model
impacts

• There is strong focus on the wastewater system, and on energy recovery in buildings
• Decentralization requires water and energy utilities to work with other sectors during site
design

Revenue impacts

Costs and benefits vary by site design and method chosen to extract heat and power from
water systems; in general, water and energy transmission losses are reduced in district
approaches, but installation costs can at times make the payback period on these systems too
great to initiate

Operational impacts

The district scale can increase the efficiency of energy collection and power generation from
water, including separating wastewater into different streams at the source

Equity impacts

Requiring mixed income levels in these districts ensures populations are stratified; also,
these districts usually have a broad approach to sustainability, offering multiple benefits to
all residents

Physical water and energy system interconnection takeaways:
• Coordinate asset management:
-- Modifying, adding to, and interconnecting utility infrastructure is expensive for any investor,
so many interconnection projects feature cross-sectoral cost-share
-- Infrastructure scheduled for replacement is often a collaboration opportunity
-- Integration across systems may alleviate the need for future infrastructure investments
-- Demand-side management of energy use at a water treatment facility may create greater
capacity for energy generation at an electric utility
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• Consider equity impacts:
-- Coupling infrastructure for water and energy utilities can bear a high economic cost to
customers, including rate or tax increases
-- Rate or tax increases should be considered against the benefits of providing a more resilient
and reliable system for all customers
• For instance, district heating may have a high upfront cost, but may offer more reliable
and less costly service in the long-term
-- An Equitable Water Future: Louisville presents a roadmap for building equity in Louisville’s
infrastructure workforce and contracting practices, so that all residents have an opportunity
to enjoy the economic and social benefits resulting from investments in the city’s
infrastructure

Developing the Cornerstones
Planning for Evolution. While there is much to be learned from case studies that use various
methods, products, and financing models, it is important to consider them within a collaborative
planning context. Budgeting time to build trust, leveraging shared customers, interfacing with
data, and investing in connecting infrastructure starts with cross-organizational planning.
Because water and energy system integration is an evolution, each project should be selected
to advance agreed-upon short- and long-term programmatic goals. The cycle shown in Figure
6 of planning, testing, monitoring, evaluating, and adjusting is continuous.101

1. Plan: gather baseline

2. Do: test and implement

data, develop informed

projects that support

goals, and set system

priorotized goals

priorities

4. Adjust: evaulate

3. Check: monitor,

performance, apply

measure, find and fix

lessons, and modify

issues, document

proceedures

Figure 6. How Systematic Change Over Time Occurs.
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Engagement of other sectors, organizations, and departments in planning processes can
be challenging for local governments and utilities. For instance, a 2019 panel of water utility
managers representing four progressive North American communities at an American Water
Works Association (AWWA) conference unanimously agreed that they did not engage their
electric utility providers in their long-term strategic planning process. This is surprising and
not surprising. On the one hand, it is difficult enough to plan the future of one utility alone. On
the other, a plan that does not consider the supporting systems that it needs to function is only
partially considered.
Shared planning processes reduce resource competition and increase cross-organizational
understanding. Planning conversations break down information barriers so that system
investment needs and operating structures can be explained in a common language. These
conversations become the basis for identifying mutual benefits and compromises.
“I keep thinking of the model DOE used to embed energy efficiency into buildings. In the
Better Buildings Challenge, best practices were identified and put in one place, which
is how it became standard practice. In a similar vein, what if multiple cities partnered
with each other to pilot water-energy solutions? What if we incentivize cross-sectoral
interactions?”
- Interviewee, non-profit partner
Mapping the Partner Ecosystem. Beyond utility and local government relations is an
ecosystem of partners that offers valuable tools and resources to assist with water and energy
system integration. Policies and tactics around system integration at the local level are still
relatively incohesive compared to other urban fields of practice - like sustainability offices,
that are now equipped with sets of common policies, tools, and measurement systems. Yet an
existing ecosystem of public, non-profit, and private sector partners is already contributing in
various roles:
• Below-market influencers like philanthropy are increasingly investing in climate mitigation
and resilience, and this investment can impact water and energy system transformation:
-- For the past decade philanthropists who have invested in energy consumption and GHG
reduction efforts have learned to invest in local government climate work; they are now
learning how to engage with utilities around changes in urban water and energy systems
-- Often times these funding streams are pooled, do not solicit work via a request for proposals,
and flow through non-profits who may have made introductions between funders, local
governments, and utilities
-- Philanthropy, like utilities, is also experiencing the silver tsunami as a generation retires and
another takes control; new staff, trustees, and board members come from diverse fields and
backgrounds, and are exploring new and more daring investments
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-- Emerging wealth is advocating around social issues like affordability and equitable adaptation
to climate, including plans to manage migration from coasts and move supporting water
and energy utility infrastructure inland
-- Private foundations are increasingly convening cross-sector leadership to discuss ways to
transform how communities and their systems operate and become more resilient
• Market-driven investment follows changes in rates and regulation and can drive market
saturation of new practices much faster than government can:
-- The private sector is creating financial mechanisms that make water and energy system
optimization fiscally feasible; they can provide upfront capital and labor to do energy and
water efficiency measures, for instance, and then take a cut of operational savings for a set
amount of time to recuperate this investmentGovernment and utility regulations can hinder
or prohibit the market from working: solar installers across the U.S. are constantly dealing
with changing power-purchase rates and utility incentives that threaten customer uptake of
their product
• Non-profits like the Water Research Foundation and the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI) provide specific in-depth research on water and energy technologies and policies:
-- These topics can be broad, such as harnessing ocean energy, or highly specific, like
combining nutrient removal from water with carbon and energy recovery
-- Often these reports are highly specific to one user type, and it is not easy for busy plant
operators to understand how the information might serve to make their jobs easier
• Peer Learning Networks like The US Water Alliance, the Green Infrastructure Leadership
Exchange, the Carbon Neutral Cities Alliance, and others share lessons and successes. They:
-- Are effective at spreading good practices in cities, in nations, and globally
-- Have membership from many different disciplines, forcing concepts to be simplified
-- Have access to many partners but can struggle to meaningfully leverage these connections,
and effectively track impacts of their work over time
• Public Utility Commissions enact water and energy legislation; they also fund pilot projects
and engage in planning:
-- Like states, they are unique in how they govern utilities in their jurisdictions
-- PUCs are usually responsible for rate control and customer protection in telecommunications,
water/wastewater, energy, gas, and public transit
-- As with state legislative bodies, local government staff often struggle to know how to interact
with their PUCs – in addition to not being confident in the approaching utilities in general
• U.S. federal government departments and national laboratories work to identify and test new
approaches to and technologies for water and energy system integration. Observations:
-- There is periodic funding for the planning and implementation of practices, like the U.S. DOE
supporting CHP installations in utilities and industries
-- EPA keeps a substantial online repository of tools to help local governments and utilities
navigate various practices, like GSI implementation
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-- DOE’s Better Buildings Better Plants initiative could serve as a vehicle for the federal
government to turn implement the water-energy nexus concepts they have explored at
length; the water component of this program could be enhanced
• U.S. state-level departments of environment and energy typically work with their local
governments to monitor and regulate community water and energy systems. Observations:
-- Regulations vary by state, making the worksheets in this section important mapping tools, as
local water and energy regulations must be understood before legislatures are approached
-- Many local governments retain state lobbyists to help them navigate and advocate for
rulings that allow them to implement changes like reusing non-potable water and creating
distributed energy systems
Articulating Current Local Context. When developing a theory of water and energy systems
change, the following trends have highly localized nuances that must be jointly understood by
local governments and local utilities:
• Business-as-usual is no longer working as the climate changes, water and energy costs rise,
and old infrastructure fails from the pressures of handling increasingly too much or too little
• Increasingly stringent water quality mandates, and energy market regulation and deregulation
cause business model pressures unique to place and utility structure
• Customer influence is growing as choices and data access increase
• Water and energy utility influence over customer behavior is also growing as big data is used
to design incentives and disincentives that curb resource use
• Water and energy markets are changing as services are increasingly bundled, and unregulated
third parties emerge to manage decentralized systems
Road Mapping Worksheets. The most compelling case for water and energy system integration
is that it advances things that most people care about: cost-savings, resource security, health,
safety, and sustained good quality of life for everyone. Different areas may be more or less
motivating to different sectors. For instance, while water and energy resource security to
support consistent service is paramount to utility providers, it is also important to maintaining
and growing local economies. Improving quality of life in equitable ways is often a core value
of local governments but is also linked to better utility customer service and choices. Health
impacts can drive legislative and regulation changes, which can lead to systematic changes
across water, energy, and local government sectors.
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Before seeking collaboration in
each integration cornerstone
- budgeting time to build trust,
leveraging shared customers,
interfacing with data, and
investing
in
connecting
infrastructure - it is important
to understand the structures
and viewpoints of both local
government, and water and
energy utilities. The following
four worksheets are designed to
allow these parties to consider
their own water and energy
system
integration
efforts.
The first worksheet, shared landscape mapping, can be completed in a group setting. Local
government, water, and electric utility representatives can choose the most applicable of the
three following action planning worksheets, and this worksheet can be completed alone if
need be:
Should be
completed with
representatives
from multiple
organizations
contributing
in a workshop
setting, if
possible

• LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, WATER AND ELECTRIC UTILITIES: Shared Landscape Mapping
-- Designed to explore the specifics of local water and energy utilities by:
• identifying common concerns and motivators within existing utility structures
• understanding shared resources and customers;
• considering cross-sector financing and network opportunities; and
• identifying goal overlap and collaboration opportunities.
-- Intended to be used to articulate existing systems and governing conditions - ideally with
interaction between water and electric utility partners, so matters like biggest concerns and
primary motivators can be confirmed and not assumed

Pick 1, to be
completed
by a single
organization
representative

• LOCAL GOVERNMENT WORKSHEET: Action Planning for Water and Energy Integration
• WATER UTILITIES WORKSHEET: Action Planning for Water and Energy Integration
• ELECTRIC UTILITIES WORKSHEET: Action Planning for Water and Energy Integration
-- Choose the worksheet that best fits the organization you represent: only complete 1 of these
worksheets, which have similar questions, yet are targeted to organization type
-- Sometimes collaboration is stunted by lack of top-level leadership, isolation, and past
histories between agencies, so these worksheets can be done alone
-- However, if in a workshop setting, representatives from local government and from water
and energy utilities can each fill out their individual worksheets at the same table, so they
can discuss answers together once the shared landscape mapping worksheet is done
--
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LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, WATER AND ELECTRIC UTILITIES WORKSHEET: Shared Landscape Mapping
Use the tables on the following pages to: (1) find common concerns and motivators within existing utility structures; (2) understand shared resources and
customers; (3) consider cross-sector financing and network opportunities; and (4) identify goal overlap and collaboration opportunities. Examples are
provided to help spur thought processes.
1. Find common concerns and motivators within existing utility structures. Different utility providers have different service models. Whether the utility
is municipally owned, investor owned, or operates as a cooperative, finding a common motivation for collaboration is challenging. Even if each utility and/
or local government is cooperating for different reasons, ensuring the relationship benefits all parties makes working together more attractive.
• Example of an electric utility working with a water utility to reduce peak load: A pilot program of Southern California Edison, an investor-owned electric
utility, assists water utilities in leak detection. By reducing water loss, energy use by the water utility is lowered, and peak electric utility load is decreased.103
• Example of a water utility working with an electric utility to optimize: Aging infrastructure and increased demand require significant investment for
utilities and local governments alike. In North Salt Lake Utah, increasing population and energy prices made the water utility consider its energy footprint.
Local government staff reached out to Rocky Mountain Power, the local electric utility, and worked with the water utility to educate staff around energy
consumption and to make operational improvements before capital investments.104

Water Utility Structure Questions

Answer Box

Governance Structure:

Example: Investor owned, municipal, cooperative, etc.

Regulating bodies:

Example: State environmental agency, state Public Utility Commission, city/county government, utility board, etc.

Services provided:

Example: Provides source water treatment, distribution, wastewater treatment, trash pickup, etc.
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Water Utility Structure Questions

Answer Box

Current biggest concerns:

Example: Reliability, aging infrastructure and work force, adapting to increased flooding or drought conditions, etc.

Current primary motivators:

Example: A regulation, a plan, rate setting, system maintenance, etc.

Electric Utility Structure Questions

Answer Box

Governance structure:

Example: Investor owned, municipal, cooperative, etc.

Regulating bodies:

Example: State environmental agency, state Public Utility Commission, city/county government, utility board, etc.

Services provided:

Example: Provides power supply and bundles distribution and telecommunications services, etc.

Current biggest concerns:

Example: Reliability, aging infrastructure and work force, changing regulation, etc.

Current primary motivators:

Example: A regulation, a plan, rate setting, system maintenance, etc.

Did this exercise surface any shared
ground in areas of governance,
regulation, service models, current
concerns, and/or primary motivators? If
so, what?

Example: Both utilities are struggling to budget for infrastructure maintenance
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2. Understand shared resources and customers. Rarely do communities and utilities share the exact same service territories. This mismatch can appear
to be a non-starter for some utility providers when considering a potential partnership or program. However, when partnerships are considered in terms
of shared water and energy supplies, and shared tax and rate payers, collaboration can span jurisdictions, just as the resources do.
• Example of a resource-based collaboration: Catawba-Wateree Water Management Group (CWWMG) is a regional planning effort representing 18 public
water utilities in North and South Carolina, collaborating with Duke Energy.105 With a dues-based system, CWWMG operates with a budget of over $500,000
to further regional water planning. Dues are based on withdrawals from the shared water system.
• Example of a customer-based collaboration: Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) and Southern California Gas (SoCalGas) partnered
on a series of commercial energy and water programs. SoCalGas is an investor-owned utility that provides service to a larger geographic service area than
LADWP.
Resource Supply Questions

Answer Box

Map local power supply and distribution:
• Fuel types / fuel sources:
• Power supplier(s):
• Electric distributor(s):

Example: 10% hydro, 5% renewables, 25% coal, 20% gas, 40% nuclear

Map the local water supply and
distribution:
• Water source(s):
• Water supplier(s)/distributor(s):

Example: Big River

Which water and electric utilities service
each other with these water and energy
sources?

Example: Regional Electric Service provides power to all water utilities in state (list if known)

Does the operational reliability of one
utility impact the other?
• Are there internal interdependencies
the customer does not see?

For instance: If the power goes out, does the water utility have a set amount of time before it also ceases operation?

Example: Federal Authority
Example: Regional Electric Service

Example: Metro Water Service
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Customer Base Questions

Answer Box

What communities and/or populations
share water and energy resources?

Example: All cities and counties in 7 states - a total population of 10 million people - rely on Big River and the energy portfolio to supply water and energy

Do they also share utility providers? If
yes, list the overlap.

Example: Metro Water Service and Regional Electric Service share 400,000 customers (break into sectors if known, such
as percent residential, commercial, industrial, etc.)

How does the reliability of both utilities
impact the customer?

For instance: If the power goes out, is residential water supply also lost? If there is a boil-water notice and the power is
out, can this be done, even without a gas-fueled stove?

Does the operational reliability of one
utility impact the other?
• If so, is this prioritization the same
across water and electric utilities?
• If so, where do low-income
residential areas fall in the plan?”

For instance: Hospitals and urgent/long-term care facilities first, then industrial customers, then residential areas?
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3. Consider cross-sector financing and network opportunities. Utility-to-utility connections at any level involve an investment of human or financial
capital. Financing new partnerships, programs, or initiatives can involve engaging non-traditional funders and working with partners outside of local
governments and utilities that are interested in reduced water and energy consumption. It also means looking across systems for ways to streamline and
combine procurement and networks.
• Example of a cross-sector partnership finance model: The municipal water utility in Ridgewood, NJ financed biogas and solar energy generation at their
wastewater treatment facility through a combination of sources - bonds, loans, and capital budgets - via a 20-year partnership between Natural Systems
Utilities (NSU), Middlesex Water Company (MWC), American Refining and Biochemical (ARB), and the Village of Ridgewood.
• Example of financing shared networks: Communities are turning to budget-neutral or net-positive infrastructure financing options. These include energy
savings performance contracts (ESPCs) for projects to reduce energy and water consumption, and power purchase agreements (PPAs) for renewable
energy projects. The City of Anadarko, OK used an ESPC to deploy a remote sensing network, installing 2,750 solid state water meters and 2,515 electric
meters with remote disconnect, and to convert 1,000 streetlights from high pressure sodium to LED lights. They also automated their billing system. Over
20 years, the project is expected to generate annual savings of $254,508. After financing and AMI software-as-a-service (SaaS) fees of $239,926, the net
annual savings is $14,582.106
Local Water Utility Finance Questions

Answer Box

What are the primary sources of revenue for
the local water utility(ies)?

Example: Rate payers, municipal budgets, sale of water to other utilities, bonds, loans, etc.

What is the current rate structure?
• Who determines how rates are set?
• Do current rates involve peak time-ofuse pricing?

Example: Industrial, commercial, residential users have different rates (list if known), determined by the utility and
approved by the public utility commission, etc.

Do the water utility(ies) ever finance work
from non-traditional sources?

Example: Grant seeking, collaborating with research institutions, public-private partnerships, power purchase agreements, etc.

Are there key foundations or non-traditional
funders in the service area? What are their
goals? How might those goals overlap with
water utility service provision?

Example: Foundation One lists aging work force and water quality goals in their mission statement, and might have
interest in partnering with a water utility.
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Local Electric Utility Finance Questions

Answer Box

What are the primary sources of revenue for
the local electric utility(ies)?

Example: Rate payers, co-op dues, wholesaling of power to other utilities, etc.

What is the current rate structure?
• Who determines how rates are set?
• Do current rates involve peak time-ofuse pricing?

Example: Industrial, commercial, residential users have different rates (list if known), determined by the utility and
approved by the public utility commission, etc.

Do the electricr utility(ies) ever finance work
from non-traditional sources?

Example: Grant seeking, collaborating with research institutions, public-private partnerships, power purchase agreements, etc.

Are there key foundations or non-traditional
funders in the service area? What are their
goals? How might those goals overlap with
electric utility service provision?

Example: Foundation Two lists aging infrastructure and adapting to climate uncertainties in their mission statement,
and might have interest in partnering with electric utilities
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4. Identify goal overlap and collaboration opportunities. Elected officials, boards, councils, and commissions can drive top-down changes to water and
energy planning. It is sometimes this push that is needed to have staff from water and energy utilities approach one another.
• Example of local government goals influencing electric utility goals: In Traverse City, Michigan, the city commission resolved to achieve 100% renewable
energy by 2020. The municipal electric utility, Traverse City Light and Power, subsequently committed to 100% renewable energy by 2040.107
• Example of a water utility addressing energy use to support local government goals: In 2017, Toronto City Council approved a plan to reduce city-wide
GHG emissions by 80% by 2050. As a municipally-owned water utility, Toronto Water then adopted an energy optimization plan to address its energy use.108

Collaboration Questions

Answer Box

List the top 3 local water utility goals:

1.
2.
3.

List the top 3 local electric utility goals:

1.
2.
3.

List the top 3 local government goals:

1.
2.
3.

Are there any obvious ways local
government can help the water and electric
utilities meet their goals?

Example: The water utility needs help establishing an energy consumption baseline, and the electric utility would like
the city’s GHG data so they can quantify their own contributions; city staff can provide advice to the water utility and
data to the electric utility

Are there any obvious ways the water and
electric utilities help the local government
meet its goals?

Example: The city’s sustainability office has a grant to pilot a CHP system and needs a willing land owner to host it; the
water utility can serve as host and the electric utility can oversee the inter-connection

Is there a shared willingness and method to
change emerging?

Example: Regular communication between us illuminates ways our local water and energy systems can support each
other. If we make a point to regularly meet and do work together, then our water and energy services will be strong,
and our community will be more resilient.
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From shared motivation to impacts exercise: In the circles, map a cross-organizational collaboration from opportunity to desired impact.

Impacts: what changes over time?

Outcomes: what are the desired conditions
upon completion of the work?

Outputs: what do these collective
actions create?

Cross-organizational actions: how will
the organizations work together?

Individual organizational actions:
what does each organization commit to
doing?

End goal: why do we
want to do this?

Opportunity: what do
we want to do?
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVE WORKSHEET: Action Planning for Water and Energy Integration
1. Build trust: involve each other in organizational planning, train staff across systems, and work together to provide affordable, equitable, and
informed service to shared customers. The first step in water and energy system integration is to open lines of communication across organizations.
Using the table below to organize thoughts, consider answers to these questions:
a. Does the local government work directly with any utilities providing services in this community? If so, how? If not, why not?
b. Are there existing partnerships between water and energy utilities that local government can support?
c. What cross-organizational partnerships could be beneficial to develop or expand?
d. What are the opportunities/barriers to working together more directly and frequently, to advance equitable customer service?

Service Provider Name

Build trust

Water / wastewater:

Relationship Building
Opportunities
Example: Shared planning processes;
cross-system staff training; affordable, equitable customer service?

Relationship Building Barriers

Other Local Considerations

Example: Time, interest, current
working relationships, etc.?

Example: What other local organizations could help/should be asked to
join discussions?

Power provider / electric
distributor:
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2. Leverage joint customers: offer joint rebate, and/or incentive programs, develop shared customer-facing pilot projects, and engage in dual
community outreach. The second step in water and energy system integration is to consider joint programming opportunities utilizing existing structures
and resources. Using the table below to organize thoughts, consider answers to these questions:
a. Have the local water and energy utilities ever engaged in joint programming or pilot projects, sharing things like on-bill financing for efficient
appliances? If so, what lessons were learned?
b. Are there current joint programming efforts across utilities in this community? If so, what are they? How well are they working?
c. Is there a joint pilot/educational program that has not yet been tried, and could appear seamless to the customer?

Leverage joint customers

d. If so, what are the opportunities and barriers to implementing joint customer-facing pilot projects and/or educational programs?

Service Provider Name

Programming Opportunities

Programming Barriers

Other Local Considerations

Water / wastewater:

Example: Shared pilots; dual community outreach, rebate, and/or incentive programs?

Example: Regulatory, budgetary?

Example: Do customer conservation/
generation programs conflict with
current utility business models?

Power provider / electric
distributor:
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3. Share and optimize data: collect and share data across systems; approach data management, display, and assessment with the customer, and plan
for a smart network approach together. The third step in water and energy system integration is to consider ways to save time, space, and money sharing
data and metering networks. Using the table below to organize thoughts, consider answers to these questions:
a. Is there water and/or energy utility data that would be useful to planning/understanding the impacts of local initiatives?
b. Is there community-level data that would be useful to local water and electric utilities?
c. Is there an opportunity to engage customers with their own consumption data?
d. What are the opportunities and barriers to moving towards shared smart networks?

Service Provider Name

Share and optimize data

Water / wastewater:

Data and Communication
Opportunities
Example: Shared data collection,
management, display, and assessment; connected network planning?

Data Barriers

Other Local Considerations

Example: Privacy concerns, staff time,
skill sets to clean and manage data?

Example: How can data be used to
provide more equitable customer
service?

Power provider / electric
distributor:
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4. Invest in connecting infrastructure: share metering infrastructure, connect water system energy generation to electrical grids, and increase resiliency through
mini/micro grids and decentralized water systems. The fourth step in water and energy system integration is to consider how water and electric utilities can connect
to support service delivery, especially during daily peak time of use. Using the table below to organize thoughts, consider answers to these questions:
a. Do local water and energy systems connect at any point (e.g., does the water system generate energy which is supplied to the grid)?
b. Do local water and energy utilities share metering infrastructure in the community? If not, would they consider doing so?
c. Have local water and energy systems begun to decentralize? Are there local examples of mini/microgrids or energy/water districts?
d. Are the current water and electric utility service delivery and business models flexible enough to allow behind-the-meter connections, or are there
regulations that prohibit this sort of interaction?

Service Provider Name

Invest in connecting infrastructure

Water / wastewater utilities:

Infrastructure Connection
Opportunities
Example: Shared smart meters;
electrical grid to water/wastewater
system connections?

Infrastructure Barriers

Other Local Considerations

Example: Metering regulations,
financing?

Example: Political, environmental?

Power provider / electric
distributor:
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5. Action Mapping. Are there existing plans, goals, or policies in the local water and electric utilities for which local government action is needed? Are there
local government plans, goals, or policies that water and energy utility providers can help meet? What is the most obvious area of shared opportunity?
Map a process for advancing this opportunity.
Organizations Involved:

Shared Motivation:

PLAN

DO

ADJUST

CHECK
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WATER UTILITY REPRESENTATIVE WORKSHEET: Action Planning for Water and Energy Integration
1. Build trust: involve each other in organizational planning processes, train staff across systems, and work together to provide affordable, equitable,
and informed service to shared customers. The first step in water and energy system integration is to open lines of communication across organizations.
Using the table below to organize thoughts, consider answers to these questions:
a. To what local government(s) and water utilities does this electric utility provide service? Is there any shared planning, governance, or direct
interaction at the staffing level?
b. Does this electric utility work with water utility service providers and/or local governments, either directly or indirectly?
c. Are there cross-staff training opportunities or ways to jointly improve customer service, especially to low-income rate payers?
d. What are the opportunities and barriers to working with the local governments and/or water utilities more frequently and directly?
Service Provider Name

Build trust

Local government(s):

Relationship Building
Opportunities
Example: Shared planning processes;
cross-system staff training; affordable, equitable customer service?

Relationship Building Barriers

Other Local Considerations

Example: Time, interest, current
working relationships, etc.?

Example: What other local organizations could help/should be asked to
join discussions?

Power provider / electric
distributor:
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2. Leverage joint customers: offer joint rebate, and/or incentive programs, develop shared customer-facing pilot projects, and engage in dual
community outreach. The second step in water and energy system integration is to consider joint programming opportunities utilizing existing structures
and resources. Using the table below to organize thoughts, consider answers to these questions:
a. Are there existing programs or partnerships with local governments and/or electric utilities within this water utility service area?
b. Is there an opportunity for a joint rebate or educational program for water customers with a shared electric utility?
c.

How can local government and/or electric utilities help advance this water utility’s goals?

Leverage joint customers

d. What are the opportunities and barriers to implementing any, or more, joint programs with local government and/or electric utilities?

Service Provider Name

Programming Opportunities

Programming Barriers

Other Local Considerations

Local government(s):

Example: Shared pilots; dual community outreach, rebate, and/or incentive programs?

Example: Regulatory, budgetary?

Example: Do customer conservation/
generation programs conflict with
current utility business models?

Power provider / electric
distributor:
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3. Share and optimize data: collect and share data across systems, approach data management, display, and assessment with the customer, and plan
for a smart network approach together. The third step in water and energy system integration is to consider ways to save time, space, and money by
sharing data and metering networks. Using the table below to organize thoughts, consider answers to these questions:
a. Are there data sets that the local government and/or the electric utility could provide that would help this water utility’s planning?
b. Are there data sets that the local government and/or electric utility could provide that would be useful to knowing how well this water utility is
meeting its goals?
c. Is there an opportunity, using existing or new technology, to coordinate this water utility’s data collection with local government and/or electric
utility data collection?
d. Is there an opportunity to deploy joint-customer metering or develop dashboards to see water and energy consumption together?

Service Provider Name

Share and optimize data

Local government(s):

Data and Communication
Opportunities
Example: Shared data collection,
management, display, and assessment; connected network planning?

Data Barriers

Other Local Considerations

Example: Privacy concerns, staff time,
skill sets to clean and manage data?

Example: How can data be used to
provide more equitable customer
service?

Power provider / electric
distributor:
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4. Physical Connections: shared infrastructure; electrical grid to water/wastewater system connections. The fourth step in water and energy system
integration is to consider how water and electric utilities can connect to support service delivery, especially during daily peak time of use. Using the table
below to organize thoughts, and consider answers to these questions:
a. Does this local water system connect to/support the local energy system at any point (e.g., does the water system generate energy which is
supplied to the electrical grid)?
b. Is there any shared water and energy metering infrastructure in the community? If not, is it a possibility?
c. Are there any examples of non-potable water re-use at the mini/microgrid or building/district-scale in the community? Is this water utility open
to any decentralized wastewater processing at this point in time?
d. Are there any opportunities that immediately come to mind as desirable, when thinking about how the energy system can support this water
system?
Service Provider Name

Invest in connecting infrastructure

Local government(s):

Infrastructure Connection
Opportunities
Example: Shared smart meters;
electrical grid to water/wastewater
system connections?

Infrastructure Barriers

Other Local Considerations

Example: Metering regulations,
financing?

Example: Political, environmental?

Power provider / electric
distributor:
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5. Action Mapping. Does the local government and/or the electric utility provider have existing plans, goals, or policies that water utility action is needed?
Are there water utility plans, goals, or policies that the local government/electric utility providers can help meet? What is the most obvious area of shared
opportunity? Map a process for advancing this opportunity.
Organizations Involved:

Shared Motivation:

PLAN

DO

ADJUST

CHECK
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ELECTRIC UTILITY REPRESENTATIVE WORKSHEET: Action Planning for Water and Energy Integration
1. Build trust: involve each other in organizational planning processes, train staff across systems, and work together to provide affordable, equitable,
and informed service to shared customers. The first step in water and energy system integration is to open lines of communication across organizations.
Using the table below to organize thoughts, consider answers to these questions:
a. To what local government(s) and water utilities does this electric utility provide service? Is there any shared planning, governance, or direct
interaction at the staffing level?
b. Does this electric utility work with water utility service providers and/or local governments, either directly or indirectly?
c. Are there cross-staff training opportunities or ways to jointly improve customer service, especially to low-income rate payers?
d. What are the opportunities and barriers to working with the local governments and/or water utilities more frequently and directly?
Service Provider Name

Build trust

Local government(s):

Relationship Building
Opportunities
Example: Shared planning processes;
cross-system staff training; affordable, equitable customer service?

Relationship Building Barriers

Other Local Considerations

Example: Time, interest, current
working relationships, etc.?

Example: What other local organizations could help/should be asked to
join discussions?

Water/wastewater utility(s):
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2. Leverage joint customers: offer joint rebate, and/or incentive programs, develop shared customer-facing pilot projects, and engage in dual
community outreach. The second step in water and energy system integration is to consider joint programming opportunities utilizing existing structures
and resources. Using the table below to organize thoughts, consider answers to these questions:
a. Are there existing programs or partnerships with local governments and/or water utilities within this electric utility service area?
b. Is there an opportunity for a joint rebate or educational program for electric customers with a shared water utility?
c. How can local government and/or water utilities help advance this electric utility’s goals?

Leverage joint customers

d. What are the opportunities and barriers to implementing any or more joint programs with local government and/or water utilities?

Service Provider Name

Programming Opportunities

Programming Barriers

Other Local Considerations

Local government(s):

Example: Shared pilots; dual community outreach, rebate, and/or incentive programs?

Example: Regulatory, budgetary?

Example: Do customer conservation/
generation programs conflict with
current utility business models?

Water/wastewater utility(s):
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3. Share and optimize data: collect and share data across systems, approach data management, display, and assessment with the customer, and plan
for a smart network approach together. The third step in water and energy system integration is to consider ways to save time, space, and money by
sharing data and metering networks. Using the table below to organize thoughts, consider answers to these questions:
a. Are there data sets that local governments and/or water utilities could provide that would help this electric utility’s planning?
b. Are there data sets that local governments and/or water utilities could provide that would be useful to knowing how well this electric utility is
meeting its goals?
c. Is there an opportunity, using existing or new technology, to coordinate this electric utility’s data collection with local government and/or water utility
data collection?
d. Is there an opportunity to deploy joint-customer metering or develop dashboards to see water and energy consumption together?

Service Provider Name

Share and optimize data

Local government(s):

Data and Communication
Opportunities
Example: Shared data collection,
management, display, and assessment; connected network planning?

Data Barriers

Other Local Considerations

Example: Privacy concerns, staff time,
skill sets to clean and manage data?

Example: How can data be used to
provide more equitable customer
service?

Water/wastewater utility(s):
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4. Physical Connections: shared infrastructure; electrical grid to water/wastewater system connections. The fourth step in water and energy system
integration is to consider how water and electric utilities can connect to support service delivery, especially during daily peak time of use. Using the table
below to organize thoughts, and consider answers to these questions:
a. Does this energy system connect to/support the local water system at any point (e.g., does the water system generates energy which is supplied to
the electrical grid)?
b. Is there any shared water and energy metering infrastructure in this electric utility’s service territory? If not, is it a possibility?
c. Are there any examples of mini/microgrid or building/district-scale grids in this electric utility’s service territory? Is this electric utility open to any
decentralized grids at this point in time?
d. Are there any opportunities that immediately come to mind as desirable, when thinking about how the water system can support this energy system?

Service Provider Name

Invest in connecting infrastructure

Local government(s):

Infrastructure Connection
Opportunities
Example: Shared smart meters;
electrical grid to water/wastewater
system connections?

Infrastructure Barriers

Other Local Considerations

Example: Metering regulations,
financing?

Example: Political, environmental?

Water/wastewater utility(s):
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5. Action Mapping. Are there existing plans, goals, or policies in the local government and/or local water utilities for which electric utility action is needed?
Are there electric utility plans, goals, or policies that your local government and/or local water utility providers can help meet? What is the most obvious
area of shared opportunity? Map a process for advancing this opportunity.
Organizations Involved:

Shared Motivation:

PLAN

DO

ADJUST

CHECK
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Summary
“This framework sewed it all together for me. Seeing all the pieces form a whole picture
is important because we are traditional in how we approach planning. What is happening
in tandem is actually interdependent, and it is powerful to be able to use this tool to say:
‘this is what it means to do integrated utility planning – this is how we change’. My thanks
to Summit for funding this work!”
- Draft reviewer, local government sector
Water and energy are key components to economic development, environmental health, and
quality of life across all communities. Exploring the ways in which these two systems can
integrate fosters more resilient, economical, and equitable service provision. The four water
and energy system integration cornerstones - building trust, leveraging joint customers,
sharing and optimizing data, and investing in connecting infrastructure - outline a foundation
for starting, building, and improving systemic connections. Recognizing that water and energy
resources cannot be uncoupled makes coupling water and energy systems an opportunity
to grow, instead of a challenge to avoid. Answering questions around each cornerstone can
illuminate a local path to turn the deep connection between water and energy into tangible
actions.
Available methods and technologies, with their variations in upfront costs and payback
periods, are much less of a water and energy system integration driver than they initially
appear. Integration is a choice to make and a culture to cultivate. While upfront capital
costs can certainly be classified as a barrier in some cases, such as with the installation of
desalinization plants or small-scale hydropower stations in urban water systems, utility and
local government culture have much more impact on whether systems integrate or not. When
a mayor of New York established a goal to reduce GHG emissions by 30 percent by 2030, city
departments and utilities began working together to meet it at an accelerated pace, and that
community is now on the cutting edge of carbon reduction and climate adaptation in their
water and energy systems.109
Water and energy system integration at the local level is happening. There are endless examples
of local governments and water and energy utilities doing projects together to the benefit of
all parties, and the communities they service. Yet if water and energy systems integration is
to become common practice at the local level, these projects must be informed by articulated
local goals and strategies.
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This process begins with discovering common ground. Collaboration across jurisdictions is a
deceptively simple approach to a massively complicated interface. It requires:
• meeting to articulate shared motivations and goals
• dedicating time to formalize cross-sector relationships and work flows that support these goals
• interacting with the community to address inequities and weak spots in service delivery
• identifying the staff time and/or monetary resources needed for each coordination point
• using a data-based approach that involves sharing information
• testing the feasibility of various interconnection methods, estimating risk and potential benefits
• expanding horizons with a willingness to learn from each other and improve
Local governments, water utilities, and energy utilities exist to serve and meet tax and rate
payer needs. Approaching water and energy system interconnections with the shared goal of
improved service delivery results in efficiencies gained and provides a better strategy with
which to address the significant challenges of changing climates and populations. Investing
the time to establish good lines of communication across systems results in modifications that
benefit everyone.
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Appendices
Methodology
This framework incorporates primary research via interviews and meetings to collect and
coalesce the current state of water and energy utility priorities. Secondary research was
performed to gather relevant case studies and examples of how water and energy systems are
interfacing successfully. Feedback was collected throughout this process from interviewees,
topical experts, and trusted advisors.
Organizations. From late 2018 to mid 2019, individuals from these organizations informed this
work via one-on-one interviews and conversations at meetings:

1. Advanced Energy
2. AIQUEOUS
3. Alliance for Water Efficiency
4. Alliance to Save Energy
5. American Electric
6. Association of Metropolitan Water Agencies
7. Burlington Electric Department, VT
8. California Environmental Associates
9. California Municipal Utilities Association
10. California Public Utilities Commission
11. City and County of Honolulu, HI
12. City of Boulder, CO
13. City of Fremont, CA
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14. City of Las Cruces, NM
15. City of Milwaukee, WI
16. City of New York, NY
17. City of Santa Fe, NM
18. City of Tucson, AZ
19. City of Vancouver, B.C. Canada
20. Delta Diablo, A California Special District
21. Duke Energy
22. Duke University, NC
23. East Bay Municipal Utility District, CA
24. Electric Power Research Institute
25. Global Philanthropy Partnership
26. National Science Foundation
27. North Carolina Utilities Commission Public Staff
28. Orange Water and Sewer Authority, NC
29. Orlando Utilities Commission, FL
30. San Antonio Water System, TX
31. Southern Company Services
32. Sustainable Energy Solutions, LLC
33. The Pacific Institute
34. The Summit Foundation
35. The Water Foundation
36. U.S. Water Alliance
37. University of California Davis, Center for Water-Energy Efficiency
Interviews were organized around these guiding questions:
• How are communities implementing the water-energy nexus?
-- What methods/technologies/policies are being employed to use water for energy
generation, and to offset energy use for water treatment?
• What are the opportunities and drawbacks of these methods?
-- What problems are being solved, and what new problems may be emerging?
• What are the investment requirements?
-- How are local governments and utilities financing the integration investments?
• What is the business model and/or financial impact? Is a revenue stream created or
destroyed?
-- Who is helped? Who is harmed?
• What are the operational impacts?
-- What changes in how utility managers and workers do their jobs?
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• Are regulatory policies and/or legal modifications required, or can implementation occur
with operational upgrades?
Courses and Conferences. The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) Academy
Water: Addressing the Global Crisis course was completed in March 2019. Additionally,
sessions, attendees, and panelists at the following meetings informed this work:
1. 2019 Central Texas Water Conservation Symposium in Austin, Texas
2. 2019 Industrial Energy Technology Conference in New Orleans, Louisiana
3. 2019 Utility Management Conference: American Water Works Association, Water
Environment Federation in Nashville, Tennessee
4. Tap into Resilience: WaterNow’s 4th Annual Summit in Austin, Texas
Literature Review and Landscape Scan. Secondary research on local energy and water
system integration efforts was designed to understand the major trends and drivers that local
governments and utilities are responding to, when they consider or implement water and
energy system integration. The scan:
1. Provided North American and international examples of local water and energy system
integration design options;
2. Summarized known local water and energy system integration efforts;
3. Examined the jurisdictional and geographic boundaries of water and energy system
integration;
4. Identified opportunities and barriers of systems integration; and
5. Identified areas for further exploration.
The scan’s initial findings were captured in an Excel database with over 50 examples in
the categories of: energy generation, management integration and planning, microgrids,
optimization, policy, resilience, stormwater, technology, and water treatment. Many more
examples were collected during the continuing literature review, which spanned 6 months.
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